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PREFACE.

This thesis is a collection of seven papers on problems of a geometric
and discrete nature, each motivated by questions arising in combinatorial
optimization, integer programming and discrete geometry. The emphasis
lies on the derivation of sharp bounds and reductions. Three papers have
appeared as articles, one has appeared as a contribution to a proceedings,
while two others have been accepted for publication. The last paper has
not yet been submitted to a scientific journal.

The first paper, 'On fractional multicommodity flows and distance
functions', is jOint work with A. Schrijver and E. Tardos. It has
appeared in Discrete nathematics 73 (1988/89), 99-109, and discusses some
results on the existence of (integral) multicommodity flows in planar
graphs. In particular the issue is raised under what conditions the
existence of a fractional solution to a ~ulticommodity flow problem
implies the existence of an integral solution.

The second paper, 'On the size of systems of sets every t of which
have an SDR, with an application to the worst-case ratio of heuristics for
packing problems', is again co-authored work with A. Schrijver. It
appeared in SIAn JournaL on Discrete nathematics vol. 2, no. I, (February
1989) 68-72, and presents bounds on the relative size of a 'maximal'
family of pairwise disjoint sets among a given family of sets of size k.

The research initiated from the study of the behaviour of certain
heuristics for packing problems proposed by J.K. Lenstra. Part of the
research for this paper was performed while the authors were visiting the
Rutgers Center for Operat~ons Research, Rutgers University, New Brunswick,
New Jersey.

The third and fourth paper are strongly related. The third paper, 'On
the diameter of the edge cover polytope', characterizes the adjacency of
edge covers and provides a bound on the distance between two edge covers.
As a result the diameter of the edge cover polytope is determined. The
paper will appear in Journal 0/ Combinatorial Theory (Series B).
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In an effort to get a more elegant proof of the main theorem involved
(viz. on the distance between two edge covers) ~ generalization was found,
leading to results described in the fourth paper, 'On the diameter of
the b-matching polytope'. In this paper it is shown that the diameter of
the b-matching polytope is equal to the cardinality of the largest
b-matching. It appeared in the proceedings of the Seventh Hungarian
Conference on Combinatorics, Finite and Infinite Sets, held in Eger, 1987
(Combinatorics (A. Hajnal, L. Lovasz and V.T. S6s, eds.), North-Holland,
Amsterdam, 1988, pp. 301-307).

In the fifth paper, 'Blowing up Convex Sets in the Plane', a problem
raised by R. Karman and L. Lovasz is solved. This problem in Euclidean
geometry arose in their study of the theory of lattices and the geometry
of numbers. The paper will appear in Linear Algebra and its Applications.

The result described in this paper is the following: for a convex body K
Iin R2 and a lattice t, with the property that every line in R2 intersects

K + t, we have that ~'K + t covers R2, if ~ ~ 1 + 2/13. Furthermore,
this bound is best possible.

The last two papers are again related. They both start from a
solution of A. Schrijver to the problem of finding vertex-disjoint
circuits of prescribed homotopies in a graph embedded on a compact
surface. Problems of this type are motivated by the design of VLSI-
circuits, and by the big Graph Minors project of N. Robertson and
P.D. Seymour. An early version of Schrqver's algorithm contains as a
sub-routine the solution of a certain system of linear inequalities in
integers. In general, solving linear inequalities in integers is a 'hard'
problem. Due to the special form of the constraint matrix involved
however it is possible to solve this problem 'easily'. Regarding the
matrix as the adjacency matrix of a bidirected graph it is possible to
formulate necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of an
integral solution to the inequality system at hand in terms of conditions
on cycles in the bidirected graph.

In the sixth paper, 'On the existence of an integral potential in a
weighted bidirected graph', it is shown that it suffices to enforce these
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conditions on a reduced set of rather simple cycles. This paper has
appeared in Linear A~gebra and its Applications 114/115 (1989) 541-553.

Actually Schrijver's theorem gives necessary and sufficient conditions
for the existence of vertex-disjoint circuits of prescribed homotopies in
a graph embedded on a compact surface in terms of conditions on closed
curves on the surface. In the seventh paper, 'Reduction of cut-conditions
on compact surfaces', we give a partial reduction of the set of necessary
and sufficient conditions at hand. This paper has not yet been submitted
to a scientific journal. It is the first step in the transformation of
Schrijver's theorem to a so-called 'good-characterization'.
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Discrete Mathematics 73 (1988/89) 99-109
North-Holland

ON FRACTIONAL MULTICOMMODITY FLOWS AND
DISTANCE FUNCTIONS

CA.J. HURKENS·
Department of Econometrics, Tilburg University, Tilburg, The Netherlands

A. SCHRIJVER
Department of Econometrics, Tilburg University, Tilburg, The Netherlands, and Mathematical
Centre, Kruislaan 413, Amsterdam, The Netherlands .

E. TARDOS··
Department of Computer Science, Eotvos Lordnd University, Budapest, Hungary, and
Mathematical Sciences Research, Institute, Berkeley, California, U.S.A.

Received 13 January 1988

We give some results on the existence of fractional and integral solutions to multicommodity
flow problems, and on the related problem of decomposing distance functions into cuts. One of
the results is: Let G = (V, E) be a planar bipartite graph. Then there exist subsets W" ... , W;
of V so that for each pair v', v· of vertices on the boundary of G, the distance of v' and u" in G
is equal to the number of j = 1, ... ,I with I{v', u"} n ~I = 1 and so that the cuts c5(~) are
pairwise disjoint.

1. Introduction

In this paper we show some results on fractional and integral multicommodity
flows, and on the packing of cuts in planar graphs. Among the results shown is
the following:

Let G = (V, £) be a planar bipartite graph. Then there exist subsets WI>... , w, of
V so that for each pair v', u" of vertices 011 the outer face of G, the distance of u'
and u" in G is equal to the number of j = 1, ... , t with I{v', v"} n"'11 = 1 and so
that the cuts c5("'1) are pairwise disjoint

(see Theorem 1 below). Before discussing the results, we first give as a motivation
an introduction to multicommodity flows and cut packing, and their 'polarity'.

It is an' NP-complete problem to decide if in a given undirected graph
G = (V, E), with given pairs of vertices (ports) {r" sd, .. _, {rk' Sk},

there exist k pairwise edge-disjoint paths PI' ... ' Pk, where P;
connects r, and S; (i = 1, ... , k) (1)

• Research supported by the Netherlands Organisation for the Advancement of Pure Research
(Z. W.O.), through the Stichting Mathematisch Centrum .

.. Present address: Dept. of Mathematics, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge,
Mass. 02139, U.S.A.
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(Even et al. [1]). There are however some special cases where good characteriza-
tions and polynomial-time algorithms have been found. The larger part of these
good characterizations consist of the assertion that the following, obviously
necessary, cut condition is also sufficient:

for each W ~ V: 1<5(W)1~ la(W)1 . (2)

Here <5(W): = {e E E lie n WI = I} and a(W): = {i II{ri' s;} nWI = I}. It is
easy to see that, if G is connected, we may restrict W in (2) to subsets W for
which both Wand V\ W induce a connected subgraph of G.

Many of these results are restricted to the case where the following parity
condition holds:

for each vertex v of G : l(j( {v})1 + la( {v})1 is even. (3)

In one stream of research the given ports are restricted to certain configura-
tions. This stream has begun with the work of Menger [9], Hu [3] and Paperno v
(12), and has culminated in the work of Lomonosov (7,8] and Seymour (16).
Lomonosov showed that for any given set of pairs {r]>SI}, ... , {rk' sd the
following two statements are equivalent:

for each graph G=(V,E) with V2{rl,sl, ... ,rk,sk}, the cut
condition (2) and the parity condition (3) imply (1). (4)

the graph H: = ({rl' Sit ... , rk, sd, {{rl' SI}' ... , {rk, Sk}}) has at
most 4 vertices, or is a 5-circuit (possibly with multiple edges), or
contains two vertices u', v" so that {ri' s.} n {v', v"} *0 for i =
1, ... , k. (5)

Condition (5) is equivalent to the graph H not having either of the two graphs
depicted in Fig. 1 as a subgraph.

0----0

C>o----o

0-----<)0 C>o----o

Fig. 1.

Lomonosov's theorem implies that if {rl' SI}, ... , {rk> Sk} satisfies (5) and
G = (V, E) is a graph with V 2 {rlt Sit ... , rk>Sk}, then for any 'capacity'
function C E Z! and any 'demand' function d E Z~, the following are equivalent:

there exist paths pI, ... , P~', p1,.·., P~, ... , P't (where each p{
connects r, and s., for i = 1, ,k, j = 1, ... , ti) and rational
numbers )..L ... , )..~', At ... , A~, , )..'1 ~ 0 so that:
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"(i) LAj=dj (i=l, ... ,k),
j=1

k t,

(ii) L L A1:s; C. (e E E).
j=1.j=1
eE~

for each W !;;;V: c( 6(W» ,.. d( a(W».

(6)

(7)

(Here c(F): = LeFC. for F!;;; E and d(]): = f.jeJdj for]!;;; {1, ... ,k}.) It is not
difficult to see that (6) always implies (7). Conversely, Lomonosov's result implies
that if (5) and (7) are satisfied, then we can take each A1 equal to 1 in (6) (by
replacing each edge e of G by 2c. parallel edges, and each port {rj, s.} by Zd,
parallel ports).

The assertion:

Vc E 1'~Vd E I: :(6)~(7) (8)

is equivalent to the following: Let e, denote the ith unit basis vector in IRk, xP

denote the incidence vector of P in IRE, and E. denote the eth unit basis vector in
IRE. Then the cone C!;;; IRk X IRE generated by the vectors:

(Ej; XP
) (i = 1, ... , k; Prj - sj-path),

(0; E.) (eEE)
(9)

is determined by the following system of linear inequalities in the vector variable
(d; c) E IRk x IRE:

dj'" 0 (i = 1, ... , k),

c. ,..0 (e E E),

c(6(W» - d( a(W»'" 0 (W!;;; V).

(10)

By polarity (interchanging the roles of generators and constraints), this is
equivalent to the assertion that the cone generated by the vectors:

(-X"(W);X6(W» (W!;;; V),

(s.; 0) (i = 1, ... , k), (11)

(0; E.) (e E E),

(again, for]!;;; {I, ... ,k}, ~ denotes the incidence vector of] in IRk, while for
J c; E, x' denotes the incidence vector of] in IRE) is determined by the following
system of linear inequalities in the vector variable (m; I) E IRk X IRE:

m, + L I. ~o (i = 1, ... ,k; Prj -sj-path),
e e P

1."'0 (eEE).

Hence (8) is equivalent to:

for any 'length' function I: E -1'+ there exist W;, ... , w,!;;; V and

(12)
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Ill' ... , Il, ~ 0 so that:

(i) for each i = 1, , k: the minimum length of any', - sj-path is at
most l:: (Ilj Ij= 1, , t; i E o(~»;

(ii) foreacheEE:L~~l::(lljlj=1, ... ,t;eEb(""/». (13)

(This can be seen by taking mj: = -(minimum length of any r, - sj-path) in (12).)
Karzanov [4] showed that if (5) holds, then we can take all u, equal to -1 in (13).

In fact, he showed that (5) is equivalent to:

if G = (V, E) is bipartite and V;;2 {'I. SI, ... , ri; Sk}. then there exist
WI, ... , w, ~ V so that:

(i) for each i = I, ... ,k: the minimum number of edges in any
'j - sj-path is at most IU = I, ... , t liE o(""/)}I;

(ii) the cuts b(WI), ... , o(w,) are pairwise disjoint. (14)

(13) now follows by replacing each edge e by a path of length 2L~. Bipartiteness in
(14) is 'dual' to the parity condition (3).

A second stream of research restricts G to planar graphs. First. Okamura and
Seymour [11] showed that the cut condition (2) and the parity condition (3) imply
(1) if:

G is planar, and all '1, SI' ... , 'k, Sk are vertices on the boundary of G.
(15)

Okamura [10] extended this result by relaxing (15) to:

G is planar, and there exist faces I and 0 (where we can assume 0 to
be the outer face, without loss of generality), so that for each
i = I, ... , k: r., s, E I or r., s, EO. (16)

Seymour [17] showed that (2) and (3) imply (1) if:

the graph (V, E U {{'I, SI}, ... , {'k, sd}) is planar. (17)

In Oberwolfach the following extension of the Okamura-Seymour theorem,
due to Van Hoesel and Schrijver [2], conjectured by Kurt Mehlhorn, was
presented:

Let G = (V, E) be a planar graph. Let 0 and I be the outer and some
other fixed face. Let CI, ... , Ck be curves in 1R2\(l U 0), with end
points being vertices on I U 0, so that for each vertex 11 of G the
degree of 11 in G has the same parity as the number of curves C,
beginning or ending in 11 (counting a curve beginning and ending in 11

for two). Then there exist pairwise edge-disjoint paths PI> ... , Pk in
G so that P; is homotopic to C1 in the space 1R2\(l U 0) for
i = 1, ... , k, if and only if for each path Q in the dual graph of G
from lor 0 to I or 0, the number of edges in Q is not smaller than
the number of times Q necessarily intersects the curves C; (18)
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With this last number we mean E7~1 (min{lD n QI! D homotopic to Cj}).

Mehlhorn's conjecture was motivated by work on grid graphs (cf. [6]), related to
the problem of the automatic design of integrated circuits. It is not difficult to see
that (18) implies the Okamura-Seymour theorem.

In this contribution to the Proceedings, we discuss some problems, observa-
tions and results related to the above, which were inspired by discussions we had
in Oberwolfach.

2. Distance functions in planar graphs

In the same manner as (13) (under condition (5» follows from Lomonosov's
theorem, by considering cones one can derive the following from the Okamura-
Seymour theorem: Let G = (V, E) be a planar graph, and let I: E ----> 71. ... be a
'length' function. Then there exist subsets WI, ... , W, of Vand /11, ... , u, ~ 0 so
that:

(i) for each pair VI, u" of vertices on the boundary of G the minimum
length of any vl-v"-path is at most E(/1j!j=l, ... ,t; I{vl,v"}n
W;1=1);

for each e E E: I(e) ~ E (/-lj ! j = 1, ... , t; e E 6(W;».
(\9)

(ii)

In fact, we can take each J1.j equal to t as follows from the following theorem:

Theorem 1. Let G = (V, E) be a planar bipartite graph. Then there exist subsets
WI' ... , w, of V so that for each pair v', u" of vertices on the boundary of G, the
minimum number of edges in any vl-v"-path is equal to the number of j = I, ... , t
with I{vl, u"} n W;I = 1 and so that the cuts 6(W;) are pairwise disjoint.

We show how this theorem can be derived from the Okamura-Seymour
theorem. First, let C = (V, E) be a circuit with k vertices and kedges:

V = {VI' ... , vd,
E = {eJ = {vo, VI}, ... ,ek = {Vk-I, Vk}},

(20)

where vo = Vk' Let (n and (n denote the set of undirected pairs of elements
from V and E, respectively. Let M be the (n x (n matrix given by:

M{Vi.Vj).{ ••••• } = 1 if {Vi' Vj} and {eg, eh} "cross";

= 0 otherwise, (21)

where {Vi' Vj} and {eg, en} are said to cross if Vi and Vi belong to different
components of the graph C\{eg, en}. We show that the matrix Mis nonsingu\ar,
with (n x (n inverse N given by:

N{ ••.•• ).{VI.Vj} = +! if {Vi. Vi} = {v"~ vn} or {Vi>Vi} = {Vg_1> Vh-I},

= -! if {Vi. Vi} = {v"~ Vh-I} or {Vi. Vi} = {Vg-I. Vh},

=0 otherwise. (22)
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Proposition. N = M-I.

Proof. Choose {eg, eh}, {ea, eb} E (n. Then

(NM){., .•• I.{••.•• 1 = !M{u •. u.l.{ ••.•• l + !M(u,_,.u._,}.(, •.•• l

-1M -1M2 {u"lI,1r_Il.{e.,r,,} 2 (v'_l'V"}.{~",.l"~}· (23)

If {g, h} = {a, b} then it is easy to see that this last expression is equal to 1. If
{g, h} -4= {a, b}, then without loss of generality g f {a, b}. Then

M{u,.".l.{ ••.•• l = M{u,_,.u.l.( ••.•• l and

M{u s» "._,}.{ ••••• } = M{u,_,.u._,}.{ ••.•• l' (24)

owhich implies that (23) is O.

[It can be shown that [det MI = 2("'>.]

Proof of Theorem 1. Without loss of generality, C is 2-connected. Let
VI, ... ,Vk be the vertices on the boundary of C in order, and let el =

{vo, VI},"', ek = {Vk-I, vd be the edges on the boundary of C (where
Vo: = Vk)' Let M and N be the matrices as above with respect to the circuit
(W:={v\> ... ,vd, F:={el, ... ,ek})' Let m:('i)-Il'+ be defined by:
m( {Vi> Vj}) : = minimum number of edges in any Vi - vrpath. Let d: = Nm.
Since C is planar and bipartite, Nm is a nonnegative integer vector. In fact, for
each g = 1, . . . , k:

(25)

as easily follows from the definition of N (or from Md = m). Therefore, for each
g E {I, ... ,k} there is a unique h =s such that d{.,.••} = 1, i.e. the collection
{{eg, eh} I d,••.••} = I} partitions {el,"" ed·

Now let C* be the (planar) dual graph of C. Put a new vertex Wg on every edge
e; of C* corresponding to edge eg of C, and next delete the vertex of C*
corresponding to the unbounded face, together with all edges incident with it.
Call the graph thus obtained H.

So the collection {{Wg, Wh} I d,••.••} = I} partitions {WI, ... , wd. Let these
pairs be the ports for H. Since each Wg has degree 1 in H, the parity condition (3)
is satisfied. Also the cut condition (2) is satisfied. Indeed. let Z be a subset of the
vertex set Y of H so that both Z and Y\Z induce a connected subgraph of H. We
may assume that there exist g and h so that wg+l• Wh E Z and wg, Wh+1 f Z. Then

(26)

So the cut condition is satisfied.
Hence. by the Okamura-Seymour theorem, there exist pairwise edge-disjoint
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paths QJ> ...• Qjk in H connecting the ports. In G this gives pairwise
edge-disjoint cuts a(WI) ••..• a(Wjk) so that for any g. h. if d{-, .•• ) = 1. then
ego eh E <5(") for some j. Hence for all i, j:

(27) 0

The above reasoning also implies that for any planar bipartite graph G there is
a unique partitioning of the edges on the boundary C into pairs n I•...• Jrlk of
edges so that for any two vertices u', v" on the boundary of G. the distance from
v' to v" in G is equal to the number of pairs Jrj which cross (i.e. separate) u ' and
v" on C.

Another application of the above proposition is the following. Let C = (V, E)
be a circuit (satisfying (20». Call a function m: (D-IR + realizable as a distance
function of a planar graph with boundary C. or briefly realizable. if there exists a
planar graph G = (V'. E'). with V';2 V. E';2 E and with boundary C. and a
length function I: E -IR + so that for all u', u" E V, m( {u', v"}) is equal to the
minimum length of any v' - v"-path in G.

Theorem 2. A function m: (D-IR+ is realizable. if and only if for all
i.j=l •...• k we have m({vi.Vj})+m({vi-I,Vj_I});;"m({vi.Vj_d)+
m({vi_l. Vj}) (taking m({vi}): = m({vj}): = 0).

Proof. Necessity being trivial, we show sufficiency. We construct a graph G as
follows. Let WI •...• Wk = Wo be points on the unit circle (in the cyclic order
given). Add all line-segments WgWh (g. h = 1•...• k; g * h). Let W be the set of
points which are on two or more of these line-segments. Clearly, the figure now
forms a planar graph H. with vertex set W. Let H* be the dual graph. Put a new
point Vi on the edge of H* corresponding to edge WiWi+1 of H (i = O•...• k - 1).
delete the vertex of H* corresponding to the outer face of H, and delete all edges
incident to it. Moreover. add edges el = {vo. VI}. ...• ek = {Vk-I. Vk} (where
Vk: = vo). This makes the graph G = (V', E').

The condition in the theorem states that d: = Nm ;;.,O. For each edge e of G
define l(e): = d({eg, eh}) if e corresponds to an edge in H which is on the
line-segment WgWh' while l(e): = 00 (or big enough, or m({Vi_l, Vi}» if e = e, =
{Vi-I, Vi} for some i.

It is easy to see (using the fact that Md = m) that this gives a realization as
required. 0

3. Two counterexamples

In Okamura's theorem (cf. (16» we generally cannot accept 'mixed' ports, i.e.
ports {ri' s;} with r, E a and s, E I. as is shown by the following example of
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2,3

2,4

3,4

Fig. 2.

o

Okamura (Fig. 2). In this example (denoting r, and s, just by i), the cut condition
(2) and the parity condition (3) are satisfied, but there are no paths as required,
since each r, - sj-path has at least two edges, while there are six edges in total.

This last argument shows that there does not even exist a 'fractional' solution,
in the sense of (6) (taking c == 1, d == 1). Andras Frank asked whether the

1,5 11 ,51 2' ,6"

2 ' l'
5 ' 6"

1"
5" 4,5 3,6

31,4'

l'
6'

3 ' 3"
4" 4'

l" 2"
8' 7"

2'
B' 3,8

~ ~ ~ ~~ ~2,6

l'
B'

2,8 2",B"
Fig. 3.

2"
6'

l'
7"

1 ,7
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Fig. 4.

existence of such a fractional solution might imply the existence of paths as
required. A negative answer is provided by the example in Fig. 3. Note that the
parity condition is satisfied. For each i = 1, ... , 8, the two paths indicated by i'
and i" are i - r-paths. Each edge is in exactly two of these paths. So this yields a
fractional solution in the sense of (7) (with all A{ equal to D. However, there is no
integer solution, i.e. (1) is not fulfilled. For suppose PI' ... , PH are pairwise
edge-disjoint paths, with P; connecting rj and s, (i = 1, ,8). Clearly, IPd:::: 4 for
i = 1, 2, and IP;I :::: 2 for i = 3, ... , 8. Moreover, \PII+ + \PRI,,;;20, since there
are 20 edges. Hence IP31 = IP41 = 2. But there do not exist edge-disjoint r3- Sr

and r4- s4-paths, both of length 2.
The second example also answers a question of Andras Frank, concerning a

directed analogue of Seymour's theorem (cf. (17». Consider the directed graph
shown in Fig. 4. It is easy to see that there are no pairwise arc-disjoint directed
paths PI' ... , P6 so that P; is an r, - sj-path (i = 1, ... ,6). Note that in each
vertex u, indegree (v) + I{i I s, = u}] = outdegree (v) + I{i I r, = u}] (the analogue
of the parity condition). There exists a 'fractional' solution: for i = 1, ... ,6, the
paths indicated by i' and i" form two r, - sj-paths, while each arc is in exactly two
of these paths (it follows that the directed analogue of the cut condition is
satisfied) .
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4. Some further notes

We mention some questions. Is there a common generalization of the Okamura
and the Van Hoesel-Schrijver theorem (cf. (16) and (IS»? Or can one be
derived from the other? Note that in order to derive the Okamura theorem from
(IS) it suffices to show that, given the input of the Okamura theorem, one can
specify curves connecting r, and s, (i = 1, ... ,k) in 1R2\(1 U 0) so that the
condition mentioned in (IS) is satisfied. We do not see a direct way (i.e. one not
using the Okamura theorem itself) to derive this.

In [13] Theorem 1 is extended to the case where we also allow that both v' and
v" belong to some other fixed face I. This corresponds to the Okamura theorem,
in the same way as Theorem 1corresponds to the Okamura-Seymour theorem.
Karzanov [5] observed that a similar result with respect to Seymour's theorem (cf.
(17» can be derived from Seymour's results on 'sums of circuits' [15].

The Van Hoesel-Schrijver theorem (IS) cannot be extended in the obvious
way to the case where there are more 'holes', as is shown by the example in
Fig. 5.

l' 2'

Fig. 5.

Here the "dual curve condition" given in (IS) is satisfied, but there are no
edge-disjoint paths PI and P2, where P; is homotopic to C, in the space 1R2
(0 U 1\ U 12)' However, there is a 'fractional' solution, by taking each of the paths
1',1",2',2" with multiplicity ]. In Oberwoifach, Professor Crispin Nash-Williams
asked whether the dual curve condition implies the existence of a fractional
solution (in any planar graph with any number of holes). This question can be
answered affirmatively, as will be shown in a forthcoming paper (14].
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ON THE SIZE OF SYSTEMS OF SETS EVERY t OF WHICH HAVE AN
SDR, WITH AN APPLICATION TO THE WORST-CASE RATIO

OF HEURISTICS FOR PACKING PROBLEMS·

C. A. J. HURKENSt AND A. SCHRUVERt

Abstract. Let E" ... , Em be subsets of a set Vof size n, such that each element of V is in at most k of
the E, and such that each collection of I sets from E ..... , E .. bas a system of distinct representatives (SDR).
It is shown that ml n :iii (k(k - I)' - k)/(2(k - I)' - k) if I ~ 2r - I, and min :iii (k(k - I)' - 2)1
(2 (k - I)' - 2) if I = 2,. Moreover it is shown that these upper bounds are the best possible. From these results
the "worst-case ratio" of certain heuristics for the problem of Iinding a maximum Collection of pairwise disjoint
sets among a given collection of sets of size k is derived.

Key words. packing, system of distinct representatives, worst-case ratio, heuristics

AMS(MOS) subject classifications. 05C65, 05A05, 90C21

1. Introduction. We prove the following theorem, where m, n, k, and t are positive
integers, with k ~ 3.

THEOREM 1. Let Ev, ...• Em be subsets of the set V'of size n. such that we have
the following:

(I) (i) Each element a/V is contained in at most k of the sets E ..... ,Em;
(ii) Any collection of at most t sets among E ••. " • Em has a system of distinct

representatives.

Then. we have the following:

. m:s k(k-I),-k
(1) -;; - 2(k- I)'_k if t = 2r - I;

.. m:sk(k-l)'-2
(11) -;; - 2(k-l),-2 ift = 2r.

(2)

Note that by the Konig-Hall Theorem. condition (I)(ii) can be replaced by
the following:

(3) For any s ~ t, any s of the sets among E., ...• Em cover at least s elements of V.

We give a proof of Theorem 1 in § 2. We also show that the bounds given in (2)
are best possible in the following sense.

THEOREM 2. For any fixed k, t (with k ~ 3), there exist m. n and E., ...• Em S;

V (with I V I = n) satisfying (I) and having equality in the appropriate line of (2).
The proof of Theorem 2 is based on a construction using regular graphs of large

girth (see § 3).
Finally. in § 4 we apply these results to derive the worst-case ratio of certain heuristic

algorithms for the problem of finding a largest family of pairwise disjoint sets among a
given family of sets of size k (this problem is NP-complete for any k ~ 3) .
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2. Proof of Theorem 1. To show Theorem I, we first give a lemma. Let EI, ••• ,

Em be a collection of finite nonempty sets, which we order so that IEll, ... , IEh I ~ 2
and IEh+ II = ... = IEm I = I, for some h ~ m. We define a new collection as
follows. Let

(4) W:=Eh+IU···UEm.

Let for each i= I, ... .h, X; be a set of size IE; I - 2, disjoint from EI U ... U Em and
so that if i '"j then X; n)0 = 0. Let XI U ... U Xh =: {YI, ... ,Yq}. Then the derived
collection of sets is formed by the following sets:

(5)

Furthermore, we define a collection EI, ... , Em to have the l-SDR-properly if any
t sets among EI, ... , Em have a system of distinct representatives.

LEMMA. For t ~ 3, ifEJ. ...• Em has the t-SDR-property, then the derived collection
(5) has the (t - 2)-SDR-property.

Proof. Suppose (5) does not have the (t - 2 )-SDR-property. Then there exists a
collection II of p sets among (5) covering at most p """"I elements, for some p ~ t - 2.
Assume we have chosen p minimal. This immediately implies the following:

(6) (i) IUIII =p-I;
(ii) Each element in U II is covered by at least two sets in II.

From (6 )(ii) we directly have for any i = I, ... , h and x eX;:

(7) {x} en _(E;\W)UX;EII.

Without loss of generality, all sets (EI \W) U XI •...• (Eh \W) U X; belong to II
(as we can delete all sets EJrom EJ. ... , Ei; for which (Ej\W) U)011 II), and without
loss of generality, (EI U ... U Eh) n W = Eh + I U ... U Em.

Note the following:

(8)
h

q = IXI U ... U x, I = L ( IE;I - 2),
i- 1

p=h+o ;

IU (E;\W)I= IUlll-q=(p-l)-q=h-1.
1- I

So,

(9) !U E;! = I,U (E;n W)!+I U (E;\W)! =(m-h)+(h- 1)= m - I.
I'" I 1- I s » I

Moreover, by (6 )(ii), L 7- I IE;\ W I ~ 2· Iu7-1 (E; \W) I, and hence

(10)

m=h+!;01 (E;n W)!~h+;~1 IE;n WI =h+;~IIEd -;~I IE;\WI

~h+;~ I Ed -2·1~(E;\W)I=h+2h+ ;~( lEd -2)-2(h-l)

= h+2h+q-2(h-I)= h+q+2 =p+2~t.

Inequalities (9) and (1O) contradict the fact that Es , .•. , Em has the t-SDR-prop-
erty. 0
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Proof of Theorem I. We prove Theorem I by induction on l.

Case I. t = I. Then we have that each of EI. ... , Em is nonernpty, and hence
m ~ Lj!.1 I E;I ~ len, by (I)(i).

Case 2. t = 2. Then we have that each of E1, ••• , Em is nonempty, and that no
two of the singletons among E1, ••• , Em are the same. Without loss of generality, let
Ei ; I, ..• , Em be the singletons among E1, ., • ,Em. Then m - h ~ n, and

h m
(II) m + h = 2h + (m - h) ~ L IEd + L IE;I = L I Ed ~ kn

; ...I 1- h+ I i- I

(by (I)(i». Hence 2m = (m - h) + (m + h) ~ (k + I)n, and (2) follows.
Case 3. t ~ 3. Then consider the derived collection E'lo . ". E~., on V':=

Uj..' 1 Ei as in (5). Note that m' = h + q and n':= I V'I = n - I WI + q. Denote the
right-hand side term in (2) by fl'{k, t).

As by the lemma above, E'c, ... , E;", has the (t - 2 )-SDR-property, and as trivially
each element of V' is in at most k of the sets E'., ... , E;", we have by induction that
m' ~ tp(k, t - 2)n'. That is,

(12) h+ q~tp(k, t - 2)(n-1 WI +q).

Writing the terms in different order, we have

(13) tp(k,t-2), WI +h-(fI'{k,t-2)-i)q~fI'{k,t-2)n.

Moreover, as E1, ••• , Em cover any element at most k: times:
h h

(14) I W I + 2h + q = , W , + 2h + L ( ,E;I - 2) = I W , + L Iz, , = L I Ed ~ kn .
i- 1 i-I

Hence,

( 15)

m=h+ 'WI

I
k 2

(fI'{k,t-2)1 WI +h-(tp(k,t-2)-I)q)
2tp( .t>: )-1

+ 11'( k , t - 2) - 1 (I W , + 2h + q)
2tp(k,t-2)- I

~ I fl'{k,t-2)n+ tp(k,t-2)-i kn
2f1'{k,t-2)-1 2f1'{k,t-2)-1

= (k+ l)tp(k,t-2)-kn=fI'{k,t)n,
2tp(k,t-2)-i

The last equality follows directly by substituting the corresponding right-hand side
of(2), 0

3. Proof of Theorem 2. To prove Theorem 2 we use a result of Erdos and
Sachs [1]:

(16) For every k and 'Y there exists a k-regular graph of girth 'Y,

As a consequence of (16) we have the following:

(17) For every k, s, and 'Y there ex.ists a bipartite graph of girth at least 'Y, with color
classes U and W, say, such that each vertex in U has degree k, and each vertex.
in W has degree s,
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(To see that (17) follows from (16), let H be a 2ks-regular graph of girth 'Y. Consider
any Eulerian orientation of the edges of H (i.e., one for which all indegrees and outdegrees
eq ual ks). Split each vertex v into k + s vertices VI, •.• , Vk, WI> .•• , Ws and divide the
arcs entering v equally over VI> ••• , Vk and divide the arcs leaving v equally over WI> ••. ,

WS' Forgetting the orientations, we obtain a bipartite graph with the required properties.)
Now choose k, t. Let r := L!tJ. Consider the tree T, with vertices 1,2, ... , I +

(k - I) + (k - 1)2 + ... + (k - 1)'-1, so that for i <j, vertices i andj are connected
by an edge, if and only if (k - I)i ~ j ~(k - I)i + (k - 2). So each vertex has degree
k, except for vertex I, which has degree k - I, and for the vertices I + (k - I) + .. , +
(k - 1)'- 2 + I, ... , I + (k - I) + ... + (k - 1),-1, which have degree one.

First let t be even. Let G be a (k - l}'-regular graph of girth t + I (cf. (16». Let G
have p vertices: VI, ... , vp. Consider p copies TI, ... , Tp of T (denoting the copy of
vertex i in T) by ij). For each j = I, ... , p, partition the set of (k - I)' edges of G
incident to v) (arbitrarily) into (k - 1)'- I classes of size k - I, and connect them to the
(k - I)' - I vertices ij in T) of degree one. So the final graph H = (W, F) has all degrees
equal to k ; except for the vertices II, ... , I p' which have degree k - I. Let EI, ••• ,

Em be the collection F U { { II}, ... , { I p} }. This collection clearly satisfies (1)( i), and
direct counting shows equality in (2)(ii). To see that the collection satisfies (I)(ii), let
EI, ••• , E, form a subcollection with lEI U ... U E, I < sand s as small as possible.
Suppose s ~ t. As EI, ••• .E, must form a connected hypergraph, it contains at most one
singleton (since any path between I j and I j in H contains at least t - I edges). So assume
E2, ••• , E, are edges of H. Then they do not contain any circuit (as each T, is a tree
and as G has girth t + I > s). So IE2 U ... U E, I ~ s, a contradiction.

Next let t be odd. Let G be a bipartite graph, of girth at least t + I, so that in one
color class Veach vertex has degree (k - I)' and in the other color class Weach vertex
has degree k. Let V =: {UI, ... , up}. Consider again p copies TI> •• , , Tp of T, as
above. For j = I, ... ,p partition the set of(k - I), edges of G incident to Uj (arbitrarily)
into (k - Ir-I classes of size k - I, and connect them to the (k - 1)' - I vertices ij in T,
of degree one. Again, the final graph H = (W, F) has all degrees equal to k, except
for the vertices II, ... , I p that have degree k - I. Let EI •••• , Em be the collection
F U { { II }, . . . , { I p} } . Similarly, as above, we show that this collection satisfies ( I) and
has equality in (2)(i).

4. Application to the worst-case ratio of heuristics. The problem of finding a largest
collection of pairwise disjoint sets among a given collection XI, ... ,Xq of k-sets is NP-
complete, for any k ~ 3. Call any collection of pairwise disjr .nt sets a packing.

For any fixed s, we can apply the following heuristic algorithm Hi: Start with the
empty packing. If we have found a packing YI, ... , Y. from XI, ... , Xq, we could
select p ~ s sets among Y" ... , Y., and replace them by p + 1 sets from XI, ... , Xq,

so that the arising collection is a packing with n + I sets. Repeating this, the algorithm
terminates with a collection Y1, ••• , Y. so that

(18) For each p ~ s, the union of any p + I pairwise disjoint sets among XI> ••• ,

Xq intersects at least p + 1 sets among YI, ••• , Y n-

This defines heuristic H .. which is, for any fixed s, a polynomial-time a1gorithm-
however it clearly need not lead to a largest packing. We might ask how far the packing
found with H, is from the largest packing.

To this end, consider a largest packing ZI> ••• , Z.« from X" ... , Xq• We claim
that min satisfies the bounds given in (2), taking t:= s + I, and that these bounds are
best possible. That is, the "worst-case ratio" of the heuristic is given in (2).
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Indeed. let

(19) V;= {Y1 •• Yn} and E;;= {YjlljnZji'O} for i= I... · ,m.

Then by (18). E" ,Em satisfy (1). and hence we obtain the bounds given in (2).
In turn. it is not difficult to see that for any collection E" ... ,Em of sets of size at

most k, containing any point at most k times, we can assume they are of form (19)
for certain packings YI, ••• , Yn and Z I, •.. , Zm of k-sets. Thus starting with EI, ••••

Em as described in § 3 above. making these Y" .. , , Yn• Z" ... , Zm, and taking
{XI •... ,Xq} ;= {YI, ••. , Y", Z I, ... , Zm}. we obtain a system of sets attaining the
worst-case ratio. (That is because we may assume that H, selects the sets Y" ... , Yn

in the first n iterations.)
Note that we may assume even that the sets YI•... , Yn, Z I, =>, Zm form the

collection of all cliques of size k in a graph. Hence. we cannot obtain a better worst-case
ratio by restricting the collections of sets to collections of k-cliques.
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ON THE DIAMETER OF THE EDGE COVER POLYTOPE.

C.A.J. HURKENS

Abstract. We characterize adjacency of edge covers on the edge cover
polytope of a graph G=(V,E), and derive that the diameter of the edge
cover polytope is equal to IEI-p(G), where p{G) is the minimum size of an
edge cover.

Introduction.
Let G=(V,E) be a simple graph without isolated vertices. A subset F S E
is called an edge cover of G, if every vertex of G is covered by at least
one edge in F. The edge cover poLytope of G is the convex hull (in RE) of
the incidence vectors of the edge covers. Two edge covers are called
adjacent if the corresponding incidence vectors are adjacent vertices of
the edge cover polytope. The diameter of a polytope is the maximum
distance between vertices of the polytope, where the distance between
vertices u,v of a polytope, denoted by dist(u,v), is the minimum number of
edges of the polytope that one must pass by on a walk on the polytope from
one vertex to another along the edges. As usual, p{G) denotes the edge
cover number, i.e., the minimum size of an edge cover of G.

In this paper we characterize adjacency of edge covers, and with the
help of this characterization we prove that the diameter of the edge cover
polytope equals IEI-p{G).

Remark. A well-known result of Edmonds and Johnson [1970] (which however
we do not need in our proofs) implies that the edge cover polytope is
described by the following linear inequalities in variable x = (x le€E)e
e: RE:

(1) o < x < 1- e

Le:enu~rz?'e > flul/21
, e€E
, uSV·

Determining the diameter of the edge cover polytope turns out to be

more difficult than determining the diameter of the matching polytope.
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For the matching polytope the characterization of adjacency. and the
determination of the diameter is rather easy: Two matchings M1 and M2
have adjacent incidence vectors if and only if the symmetric difference
M1AM2 is connected. The diameter of the matching polytope is equal to the
cardinality of a maximum matching. The more general case of
(l-capacitated) b-matchings is dealt with in Hurkens [1988].

Preliminaries.
Let F1 and F2 denote distinct edge covers of G=(V.E). We define a subset
S of Fl~F2 to be exchangeabLe. if both F1~ and F2~ are edge covers of G.
E.g .• ~ and Fl~F2 are exchangeable. In order to prove our first theorem
below and to understand its consequences. we need to know better what a
'minimal' nonempty exchangeable subset looks like. We define a swttch-
way T (with respect to F1 and F2) to be a sequence of vertices and edges
(vO.e1.v1 •...•ek.vk) (with k~l). where ei= {vi_1.vi} (E. for i = l•...•k.
such that

(2) (i)
(ii)

(iii)

e1·····ek € F1~F2 ;
ei#ej • for i#j ;
I {ei.ei+1}nF11 = 1 • i=l •...•k-l.

We say that such a T has length k. and that Vo and vk are the endpoints
of T. while {v1.v2 •...•vk_l} is called the interior of T. T is simple. if
we have [(vi=vj) ~ (i=j or {i.j}={O.k})]. Define VO:= {v€VldegF1nF~v)=0}.

and let <VO> denote the subgraph induced by VO'
Notice. that the edge-set of a switch-way T is exchangeable. if

(3) T has at least one of the following properties:
(tt) the endpoints of T are in V\VO
(~) the endpoints of T coincide and T has even length ;
(~) one endpoint of T is in V\VO' while the other is in the interior

of T
(b) both endpoints are in the interior of T .
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To see this one should realize that exchanging edges along an alternating
path causes no problems for vertices on the interior of this path. One
only has to see to it that the endpoints remain covered. By definition of
Va' an endpoint v in v\vo has the property that degF F(v) ~ 1.

1n 2
A switch-way satisfying (3) which has an edge-set that is inclusion-wise
minimal with respect to all edge-sets of switch-ways satisfying (3) is
called independent. Notice that an independent switch-way has all its
interior vertices in Va' has no repeating vertices (with a possible
exception for the endpoints). and is of one of the following forms:

(4) (n) a Simple path with endpoints in V\VO ;
(~) a simple even circuit in <Va> ;
(~) a simple odd circuit in <Va> connected to V\Va by a simple path:
(b) two simple odd circuits in <Va>' and a simple path (possibly

with length 0) connecting them .

A switch-way T that is not exchangeable must have at least one endpoint. v
say. such that v is in VO' and v is not in the interior of T. We claim

(5) T can be extended with an edge incident with v. thus yielding a
larger switch-way.

Proof of claim (5).
Assume that v=vk' and that ek( Fl' Then it follows that degp \p(v)

2 1
degF(v)-degF p(v)

2 1n 2
o

This observation leads to the following

Lemma 1.
If P1 and F2 are distinct edge covers. then F1~P2 contains a subset
of edges that forms an independent switch-way.

Proof of Lemma 1.
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Take an edge e £ F1~F2' and define T1:=(vO.e.v1). where vo and v1 are the
ends of e. By (5) we can now find a series of switch-ways T1 •...•Tk with
the properties that:

(i)
(ii)

(iii)

Ti is not exchangeable for i<k
Ti is an extension of Ti-l for i = 2 •...•k. in the sense of (5);
Tk is exchangeable. and satisfies (3)·

As Tk satisfies (3). it contains an independent switch-way. o

Let ~F denote the incidence vector of an edge cover F. We use the
following well-known characterization of adjacency:

(6) ( F1.F2 are adjacent edge covers ) ~

[ [ t'(~F +~F ) = LF(XF~F) • XF~O , LF(AF)=l
1 2

where F ranges over all edge covers.

Characterization of adjacency of edge covers.

Theorem 1.
Let F1 and F2 be distinct edge covers of G={V,E). Then the following
are equivalent:

(i)
(ii)

(iii)

Fl and F2 are adjacent;
~ and F16F2 are the only exchangeable subsets of F1~F2
F16F2 forms an independent switch-way.

Proof of Theorem 1.
(i)~{ii): Suppose F1 and F2 are adjacent, and let S ~ F16F2 be
exchangeable. Then Fi:=F168 and Fi:=F268 are edge covers, such that
;'(~F +~F ) = t'{~F'+~F')' With (6) it follows that {F1.F2} = {Fi·Fi}

1 2 1 2
therefore we conclude that S=~ or S=F1AF2·

and
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(ii)~(iii): Suppose that ~ and F1~F2 are the only exchangeable subsets of
F1~F2' By Lemma 1 we know that there is an independent switch-way T
contained in Fl~F2' It follows that F1~F2 is the edge-set of T.

(iii)~(i): If Fl~F2 forms an independent switch-way. then it has one of
the forms mentioned in (4). It is easily verified that the right hand
side of (6) holds in each of the cases (4) (a). (~). (~) and (b). We may
therefore conclude that Fl and F2 are adjacent. As an example we show how
to treat case (4}(~).
Let vO.e1.···.et.vt.et+l.vt+l •...• et+2k+1.Vt+2k+l= vt denote a switch-way
of type (4)(~).with vOE v\VO' viE VO' for i ~ 1. and all vertices
distinct. except for Vt+2k+l= vt' Assume that eiE Fl' if i is odd. and
eiE F2• if i is even. Writing X: E ~ {0.1} as a row vector we may order
E such that X can be decomposed as follows:

X = [xIE\(F uF )lxlF nF Ix(el).x(e2).···.x(et)lx(et+l).···.x(et+2k+l)].1 2 1 2
Solving i'(xF +XF) = [0 ••..• 011 •.•.• 1IL ...• iIL ...• i] = LF(AFXF). AF~O.

1 2
LF(AF)=l we have to take into consideration only those F. for which XF has
an all-zero first component. an all-one second component. as third
component ...•0.1.0.1 or ...• 1.0.1.0 • and as fourth component
1.0.1 •...• 0.1 or 0.1.0 •...• 1.0. This follows from the observation that
each of the vertices vl •...• Vt-l.Vt+l •...• Vt+2k is covered exactly once by
Fi• for i=1.2. Clearly. the combination with x(et)=x(et+1)=0 does not
yield an edge cover. as it doesnot cover vt' So finally we have to solve
(XF +xF )/2 = aXF + ~XF + ~[O •..•• 011 •...• 11 ...•0.111.0 •...• 1]. with

1 2 1 2
a.~.~~O and a+~+~=1. This has one solution. viz. a = ~ = i • ~ = O. [J

Bounds on distances between edge covers.

Theorem 2.
Let F1 and F2 be distinct edge covers of G.
Then there exists an edge cover F. of G. such that F1nF2 S F. S Fl
and dist(F1.F2) ~ IF1uF21-IF.1 .
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Here dist(F1,F2) denotes the distance on the edge cover polytope between
the vertices corresponding to F1 and F2.

Proof of Theorem 2.
We give a proof of Theorem 2 by induction on IF16F21.

If IF16F21=l, then it is clear that F1 and F2 are adjacent, and that
the edge cover F.:= F1nF2 satisfies dist(F1,F2) = 1 < IF1UF21-IF.1 . So
we may assume that IF16F21>1.

Suppose there is an edge e ( F1\F2, such that F1\{e} is an edge cover
of G. Then define Fi:=F1\{e}, and apply the induction hypothesis to Fi
and F2, for which we know that IFi6F2 I = IF16F21-1. We find that
dist(Fi,F2) S IFiUF21-IF~1 , for some edge cover F~ with FinF2 ~ F~ ~ Fi·
Taking F.:=F~, we are dope with the proof, since then F1nF2 ~ FinF2 ~ F. ~
Fi ~ F1 and we have dist(F1,F2) S dist(F1,Fi)+dist(Fi,F2) S 1+IFiUF21-IF~1
= IF1UF21-IF.I.
Hence we may assume that, from now on,

(7) For no edoe e £ F1\F2, the set F1\{e} is an edge cover of G.

We distinguish two cases.

Case 1. F1 and F2 are adjacent. We can take F.:=F1, so that clearly
dist(F1,F2) = 1 S IF1UF21-IF11 IF1UF21-IF.I, where the inequality
follows from (7) (if F1UF2=F1, then F2~F1' whence F2=F1 by (7».

Case 2. F1 and F2 are not adjacent. As a consequence of Lemma 1 and
Theorem 1, F16F2 contains an independent switch-way S # F16F2. Define
Fi:=Fl6S, and apply the induction hypothesis both to F1,Fi (for which we
know IF16Fil = lsi < IF16F21) and to Fi,F2 (for which we know IFi6F21 =
IF16F21-lsl < IF16F21).

First, we find that there exists an edge cover F~, such that F1nF2 ~
F1nFi ~ F~ ~ F1, nd dist(F1,Fi) S IF1UFil-IF~1 = IF11+IF2nsl-IF~I. From
assumption (7) it follows that F~=Fl' and therefore dist(F1,Fi) S IF2nsl.

Second, we have dist(Fi,F2) S IFiUF21-IF;1 = IF1UF21-IF1nsl-IF;I.
Here F; is an edge cover, such that (F1nF2)U(F2ns) = FinF2 ~ F; ~ Fi
(F2ns)UF1\(F1nS). Since S satisfies (3), we have that F1nS and F2ns cover
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the same subset of vertices of Vo (:= {v€VldegFlnF2(v)=0}). Therefore we
know that also F.:= F~AS = (F~U(FlnS»\(F2nS) is an edge cover of G, with
F1nF2 f F. f F1, and IF.I = IF~I-IF2nsl+IFlnSl. So dist(Fi,F2) ~
IF1UF21-IFlnSl-IF~1 = IFIUF21-IF2nSl-IF.I.

Combining the two results we find that dist(F1,F2) ~ dist(F1,Fi) +
dist(Fi,F2) ~ IF2nS I + IFIUF21-IF2nsl-IF.1 = IF1UF21-IF.I. [J

Theorem 3.
The diameter of the edge cover polytope of G equals IEI-p(G), where
p(G) is the minimum size of an edge cover of G.

Proof of Theorem 3.
Let ~(G) denote the diameter of the edge cover polytope of G.
A corollary of Theorem 1 is that if Fl and F2 are adjacent edge covers,
then IIF11-IF21I ~ 1, since Fl~F2 is a switch-way. As lEI is the size of
a (largest) edge cover of G, and p{G) is the size of some minimum edge
cover, say F, it is clear that ~(G) ~ dist{E,F) ~ IEI-IFI IEI-p{G).

To show that ~(G) ~ IEI-p{G}, let F1,F2 be distinct edge covers of G. We
know, by Theorem 2, that there is an edge cover F. of G, such that F1nF2 f
F. f F1, and dist{F1,F2) ~ IFIUF21-IF.1 . Since IF.I ~ p{G) we have
IFIUF21-IF.1 ~ IEI-p{G}, which concludes the proof. Cl
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On the Diameter of the b-matching Polytope

c. A. J. HURKENS •

1. Introduction

Let G = (V, E) be a simple graph, and b: V -+ 7l+. A subset M ~ E
is called a b·matching of G, if every vertex v of G is covered by at most b"
edges in M. The b·matching polytope of G is the convex hull (in IRE) of the
incidence vectors of the b-matchings. Two b-matchings are called adjacent if the
corresponding incidence vectors are adjacent vertices of the b-matching polytope.
In this paper we characterize adjacency of b-matchings and derive an upper bound
on the distance between two b-matchings. With the help of these results we can
prove that the diameter of the b-matching polytope equals Vb(G). Here Vb(G)
denotes the maximum size of a b-matching. The diameter of a polytope is the
maximum distance between vertices of the polytope, where the distance between
vertices of a polytope is the minimum number of edges of the polytope that one
must pass by on a walk on the polytope from one vertex to another along the edges.

Remark. A well-known result of Edmonds and Johnson [1970] (which however
we do not need in our proofs) implies that the b-matching polytope is described by
the following linear inequalities in variable x = (xel e E E) EIRE:

0$ xe s 1,

L>e $b",
e~"

eE E

tiE V

(1)

• Research supported by the Netherlands Organization for Scientific Research
(N. W.O.), through the Stichting Mathematiech Centrum.
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Lx. + L x.~ l(L i, + IFI) 12J ' tr c; V, F S;; O(U).
e~U eEF "EU

Note, that a special case of b-matching is matching (take b" = 1, for all v). For the
matching-polytope the characterization of adjacency, and the determination of the
diameter is rather easy. Two matchings MI and M2 have adjacent incidence vectors
if and only if the symmetric difference Ml6.M2 is connected [Chvat.al [1975]). The
diameter of this polytope is equal to the cardinality of a maximum matching.

Also, if C is an edge cover in a graph G = (V, E), then its complement, E\ C,
is a special case of b-matching (where b" = degc{v) - I, for all v). The problem of
adjacency and distance on the edge cover polytope has been dealt with in a previous
paper (Hurkens [1986]). The diameter of the edge cover polytope is shown to be
IEI- p(G), where p(G) is the minimum size of an edge cover in G.

It turns out, that the general case of b-matchings is much more complicated
than the two special cases mentioned above. This holds in particular for the char-
acterization of adjacency. To this purpose, we study a special type of alternating
paths, which have the property that they use an edge at most once, and a vertex
at most twice, with the restriction that no evensized, 'almost simple', alternat-
ing circuit is properly contained in this path. Paths of this type will be called
near-simple switch-ways. Posing even more restrictions, such as degree constraints
on the vertices of these paths, and minimality, brings us to the concept of in-
depen dr-it switch-ways. We will show that two b-matchings are adjacent, only if
their symmetric difference is such an independent switch-way (Theorem 1). This
gives us a tool with which we can find an upper bound on the distance between
two b-matchings (Theorem 2), and finally calculate the diameter of the b-matching
polytope (Theorem 3).

2. Preliminaries

Let MI and M2 denote distinct b-matchings of G = (V, E). We define a subset
S S;; MI6.M2 to be exchangeable, if both MI6.S and M26.S are b-matchings of
G. Clearly 0 and Ml6.M2 are exchangeable. In order to prove the first theorem
below and to understand its consequences, we need to know better what a 'minimal'
nonempty exchangeable subset looks like. We define a switch-way T (with. respect
to MI and M2) to be a sequence of vertices and edges (vo, el, VI, •.. , e,,, Vk) (with
k: 2: 1), where ei = {Vi-1o Vi} E E, for i = 1, ... , k such that

(2) (i)
(ii)

(iii)

el, .•. ,ek E Ml6.M2;

t:, i- ej , for i i- j;

I{ei, t:i+d n Md = 1 , i = 1, ... , k - 1.

We say that such a T has length k, and that Vo and Uk are the endpoints of T, while
{VI, V2,.·" Vk-tl is called the interior of T. In this context we use the word path,
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if the endpoints are distinct, and circuit, if they coincide. T is simple, if we have
[(Vi= Vi and i < i ~ (i, i = 0, k)]. T is called near-simple, if

(i) [(Vi= Vi and i < i) "* (i,i = O,k or i - i i! odd)], and

(ii) there are no numbers i < i < 8 < t, such that Vi= tI. and vi = Vt.

The following figure shows, as an example, a near-simple path of even length.
The black dots denote the endpoints of this path.

Figure 1.

A special subset of the vertices is defined by V+ := {v E VI degM1uM, (v) >
> bv}. Notice, that the edge-set of a switch-way T is exchangeable, if

T has one of the following properties: (3)

(a) the endpoints of T are in V \ V+;

(.8) the endpoints of T coincide and T has even length;

h) one endpoint of T is in V \ V+, while the other, v say, is in the interior of T,
and has degMIUM,(V) = bv + 1;

(8) both endpoints are in the interior of T, and satisfy the degree constraint of (-r).
A switch-way satisfying (3) which has an edge-set that is inclusion-wise mini-

mal with respect to all edge-sets of switch-ways satisfying (3) is called independent.
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Notice that an independent switch-way has all its interior vertices in V+, and has
one of the following forms:

(4) (a) a near-simple path or circuit with endpoints in V \ V+;

(P) a near-simple even circuit in < V+ >;

b) a near-simple odd circuit in < V+ > connected to V \ V+ by a near-simple
path;

(0) two near-simple odd circuits in < V+ >, and a near-simple path connect-
ing them.

A near-simple switch-way T that is not exchangeable must have at least one
endpoint, v say, such that v is in V+, and v is not in the interior of T, or has
degM,uM, (v) > bv + 1. Assume that v = Vk. and that tk E Mi. If v is not in the
interior of T. then it follows that degM, \M 1(V) ~ 1. If v is in the interior of T, and
has degM1UM,(V) > bv + 1, then it is easily verified that degM,\M,(v) ~ 2. We
observe

(5) A non-exchangeable near-simple switch-way can be extended with an edge
at one of its endpoints, thus yielding a larger switch-way.

This observation leads to the following

Lemma 1. IfMl and M2 are distinct b-matchings, then M16M2 contains a subset
of edges that forms an independent switch-way.

Proof. Take an edge e E M16M2, and define TI := (vQ,e,vd, where vo and VI

are the ends of e. We can now define a series of switch-ways T1,.··, Tk with the
properties:

(i) T, is near-simple and not exchangeable for i < k;

(ii) T, is an extension of 1i-l for i = 2, ... , k, in the sense of (5);

(iii) To\; is near-simple and exchangeable, or To\; is not near-simple.

It is easily verified that Tk is independent itself, or contains a smaller near-
simple and exchangeable switch-way .•

Let XM denote the incidence vector of a b-matching M. We use the following
well-known characterization of adjacency:

(6) (MI' M2 are adjacent b-matchings) {:}

where M ranges over all b-matchings.
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3. Characterization of adjacency of b-matching

Theorem 1. Let Ml and M'J be distinct b-matchings of G = (V, E). Then the
following are equivalent: .

(i) u, and M2 are adjacent;

(ii) 0 and MID.M2 are the only exchangeable subsets of M1D.M2;
(iii) MI D.M'J forms an independent switch-way.

Proof. (i) ~ (ii): Suppose Ml and M2 are adjacent, and let S ~ MID.M2 be
exchangeable. Then M~ := MID.S and M~ .= M2D.S are b-matchings, such that
(XM, +XM2)/2 = (XM~ + XMi)/2. With (6) it follows that {MI,M2} = {M~, MD
and therefore we conclude that S = 0 or S = MID.M2.

(ii) ~ (iii): Suppose that 0 and MID.M2 are the only exchangeable subsets of
MID.M2. By Lemma 1we know that MID.M2 contains an independent switch-way
T. The edge-set of T is exchangeable, so it follows that T is formed by Ml D.M2.

(iii) ~ (i): If MID.M'J is an independent switch-way it has one of the forms
mentioned in (4). It is easily verified that the right hand side of (6) holds in each
of the cases (4) (Q), (.8)' h) and (5). We may therefore conclude that MI and M2
are adjacent. •

4. Bounds on distances between b-matchings

Theorem 2. Let MI and M2 be b-matchings of G. Then there is a b-matching
M. oEG, such that MI ~ M. ~ u,U M2 and dist(M1,M2) s IM.I-IMI n M21.

Here dist(.,.) denotes the distance on the b-matching polytope between two
b-matchings.

Proof. We give a proof of Theorem 2 by induction on IM1D.M21. Again, let
V+ := {v E VI degM,uM2(v) > bv}.

If IMID.M21= I, then it is clear, that MI and M'J are adjacent, and that the
b-matching M. := Ml U M2 satisfies dist(M1, M2) = 1 ~ IM.I- IMI n M'JI.

SOwe may assume that IMI D.M21 > 1. Suppose there is an edge e E M2 \ M1,

such that MI U {e} is a b-matching of G. Then define Mf := MI U {e}, and apply
the induction hypothesis to Mf and M2, for which we know that IM~D.M21 =
= IMID.M'JI-1. We find that dist(Mf,M2) ~ IM.I-IMfnM21, for a b-matching
M., with Mf ~ M. ~ Mf U M2. Notice, that also MI ~ M. ~ MI U M2.
We have dist(M1, M2) ~ dist(Ml' MD+dist(Mf, M2) ~ 1+ IM.I - IM~ n M21=
= IM.I-IM1 n M'JI.

Hence we may assume:
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(7) For no edge e E M2 \ M1, the set MI U {e} is a b-matching of G.

We distinguish two cases.

Case 1. Ml and M2 are adjacent. We can take M. = Ml, so that clearly
dist(MI. M2) = 1~ IMd - IMl n M21 = IM.I- IMI n M21, where the inequality
follows from the assumption (if M! = M, n M2, then MI ~ M2, whence MI = M2,

by (7)).
Case E. Ml and M2 are not adjacent. As a consequence of Lemma 1 and

Theorem I, M}6M2 contains an independent switch-way S =I M!6.M2. Defillt~
M~ := MI6.S, and apply the induction hypothesis both to M!, M~ (for which
we know that IMI6.M~1 = lSI < IM16M21) and to M~,M2 (where we have
IM~6.M21 = IMI6.M21-181 < IMl6M21).

First, we find that there exists a b-matching M~, such that M! ~ M~ ~
~ Ml U M~ ~ MI U M2, and dist(Mt,MD ~ IM!I- 1M! n M~I = IM:I -
-IMII + 1M}nSI. From our assumption (7) it follows that M! = M1, and therefore
dist(M1,M;) s IMI n81·

Second, we have dist(M~, M2) ~ IM~'I - IMf n M21 = IM!'I - IMl n M21 -
-1M2 n 81. Here M!' is a b-matching, such that (M2 n 8) u MI \ (Ml n S) =

= Mf ~ M!' ~ Mf u M2 = (M! u M2) \ (Ml n 8). As S is near-simple, we have
that M! n 8 and M2 n S cover each vertex of V+ an equal of times, with a possible
exception for the endpoints of S. If an endpoint of 8, v say, is in V+ and does not
coincide with the other endpoint of S, then degM1uM, (v) = bv + 1. We therefore
know that also M. := M!' 68 = (M!' \ (M2 n 8)) u (M} n S) is a b-matching of
G, with MI ~ M. ~ MI U M2, and IM.I = 1M!'I - 1M2 n 81 + 1M! n SI· SO

dist(Mf, M2) ~ IM!'I- 1M}n M21- 1M2n 81 = IM.I-IM1 n M21-IM! n 81·

Combining the two results we find that dist(Ml,M2) ~ dist(M1,M;) +
+dist(Mf, M2) ~ IMl nSI + IM.I-IM1 nM21-IMI nSI = IM.I-IM1 nM21· -

Theorem S. The diameter of the b-matching polytope of equals Vb(G), where
Vb(G) is the maximum size of a b-matching ofG.

Proof. Let 6(G) denote the diameter of the b-matching polytope of G.

A corollary of Theorem 1 is that, if MI and M2 are adjacent b-matchings,
then iIMII-IM21/ ~ 1, since Ml6M2 is a switch-way. As lIb(G) is the size of a
maximum b-matching of G, M. say, and 0 is the size of the minimum b-matching
0, it is clear that 6.(G) ~dist(M.,0) ~ IM.I = lIb(G).

To show that 6.(G) ~ Vb(G), let M1, M2 denote distinct b-matchings of G. We
know, by Theorem 2, that there is a b-matching M. of G, such that MI ~ M. ~
~ MI U M2, and dist(M1, M2) ~ IM.I - IMI n M21. Since IM.I ~ Vb(G) we have
IM.I-IMI n M21 ~ Vb(G), which concludes the proof. •
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BLOWING UP CONVEX SETS IN THE PLANE.

C • A. J. HURKENS

Abstract. Let K be a convex set in R2. such that every line in R2 meets
K+Z2. We prove that ocK+z2 = R2. for ~ ~ 1 + j 13 . and that this bound is
best possible. thus solving a problem of Kannan and Lovasz.

Introduction.
Let K be a convex set in R2. such that each line in R2 meets K+z2. Kannan
and Lovasz raised the question whether this implies that 2K+z2 covers R2.
and proved this to be true for centrally symmetric convex bodies [1986].
In general. this however does not hold. Let ~* denote the convex hull of
(0.0). (1-13.1) and (2-13.13-1). For a counterexample we take K = ~*.
Then K+z2 meets every line in R2, as is easily verified - cf. figure 1.
On the other hand, ocK+z2 ~ R2, for 0 S ~ < 1+~. since }(l,l+13)-£(O.l) ¢
aK+z2. for £ positive and sufficiently small. Notice that 1+~ - 2.155.

figure 1.

We will show that this is a worst case example. Furthermore it is, in
some sense, unique. Let 1denote the set of triangles in R2 arising from
(1+~)~* by translation and transformation with an integer matrix with
determinant ±1. We prove the following

Main theorem. Let B be a convex set such that int(B)+z2 ~ R2. If clos(B)
it 1, then there is a 'I • 0 < 'I < 1+j/3. and a line not meetir'5 ('1-1)B+z2 •
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Here int(.) and clos(.) denote the interior and closure. respectively. in
the usual Euclidean topology. D

Remark. The triangles in ~ are in some sense symmetric. To see this one
easily constructs a one-to-one function ~:R2-4R2 mapping the lattice z2
onto the lattice of regular triangles. so that for some b € ~ ~(b) is an
equilateral triangle not containing any lattice point in its interior. and
with sides making an angle of "/12 with the sides of a lattice triangle -
see figure 2.

figure 2.

Before proving the main theorem we give some corollaries.

Corollary 1.
each ~. ~ ) 1

Let B be a convex set such that int(B)+z2 ~ R2. Then for
+ ~ /3. there exists a line not meeting (~-l)B+z2. D

Corollary 2. Let tt ~ O. Then we have OOK+z2 = R2. for each convex set K
in R2 such that every line in R2 meets K+z2. if and only if tt ) 1 + ~ /3.

D

We leave it to the reader to verify that these corollaries are indeed
straightforward consequences of our main theorem.
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Proof of the Main Theorem.
Let B be a convex set such that int{B}+z2 ~ R2. Then clearly B is the
translate of a convex lattice point free set. Here a set C C R2 is called
Lattice point free with respect to a lattice t ~R2, if we h~ve:
int(C) n t =~. If no lattice is specified then we take by convention the
integer lattice z2. For our proof we need to study only the case that B

is an inclusion-wise maximal convex lattice point free set. Then it is
clear that B must be closed and that one of the following holds:

[1J B is a line with an irrational slope

[2J B is an infinite strip with lattice pOints on both sides

[3J B is a triangle with one lattice point zi (i=1,2,3) on each of its
sides ;

[4J B is a quadrilateral with one lattice point zi (i=1,2,3,4) on each of
its sides.

For k = 1,2,3,4, we calculate ~{k} := min { tit> 0, for each B of type
- -1 .....2

[k] and for each ~ > t : there is a line not meeting ~ B + ~ }.

We claim that ~(1) 0, ~(2) 1, ~{3} ~(4) 2.

The first two cases are trivial and we leave it to the reader to verify
them. For case [3J one should remark that:

{1} {Zl,z2,z3} generates the complete lattice,

i.e., for all z € z2 there exist integers u,v,w with u+v+w=l such that z =
uz1+vz2+wz3. This also holds for each triple taken from {z1,z2,z3,z4} in
case [4]. We use this property in the calculation of ~(3) and ~(4).

Proof of our claim that ~(4)= 2.
Let B be of type [4J. From observation {1) it follows that we can find a
unimodular transformation mapping {z1,z2,z3,z4} onto the set of vertices



of the unit square {(O,l),(O,O),(l,O),(l,l)}. Hence we may assume that B
is a quadrilateral with sides passing through (0,0), (0,1), (1,0) and
(1,1). We show by means of elementary calculations that

(2) min
i=l,2

< 2.

From this it follows directly that ~(4)=2, as there are numerous examples
for which the inequality is tight. Consider the following figure:

figure 3.

So ad = oc(l-b), ab = ~(l-oc), bc = ~(1-~), cd = b(l-~). Hence l-(a+c)(b+d)
= 1-ab-ad-cb-cd = l-~(l-oc)-oc(l-b)-~(l-~)-b(l-~)= (l-~-b)(l-oc-~) =
[oc(l-b)~(l-~)-OC~~b][~(l-«)b(l-~)-OC~b]/«~b = [abcd-oc~b]2/oc~b ~ 0 .
From (b+d)(a+c) ~ 1 we conclude that min { a+c+1, b+d+1 } ~ 2 . [J

Proof of claim ~(3)= 1 + ~ /3.
Consider three lattice points (affinely) generating the lattice, a, b and
c, say. W.l.o.g. we take the centroid of the triangle A(abc) as the
origin. Considering a,b,c as vectors in R2 we then have a + b + C O.
Let A,B,e denote the sides of the triangle opposite to a, b and c,
respectively, and let na' ~.
B and C, so that

n denote normal vectors perpendicular to A,
c

(3) T 2nTb 2nTc > 0-n aa a a
T T T > 0-~b 2~c 2~a
T 2nTa 2nTb > 0-n cc c c
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(See figure 4.)
for i € {a,b,c}.

Then the altitudes of the triangle are h.:= -(3/2)n:i,~ ~

figure 4.

For a compact set K in R2 we define the width of K with respect to 6{abc)
as follows:

(4) w{K):= min max n~~/hi'
i€{a,b,c} ~€K-K

We will consider triangles b in R2 with vertices x, y and z, opposite
sides X, Y and Z, respectively, such that

(5) (i) b has no lattice points in its interior;
(ii) a, b and c are on the inner part of X, Y and Z, respectively.

An example is given in figure 5.
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figure 5.

Our object is to show that w(b) ~ 1 + ~ /3.
The following expression says that a. b and c are on the inner parts

of the sides X. Y and Z. respectively:

(6) • for some A.~.V with 0 < A.~.V < 1.
and A + X = ~ + ~ = v + v = 1.

So we can parameterize the set of triangles b(xyz) under consideration by
inverting the matrix and we find:

(7)

From the fact that none of the lattice points -2a. -2b. -2c can be in the
interior of triangle b it is easily seen that we may assume without loss
of generality the following (as illustrated in figure 5)

(8) ~z > ~b > ~x

[Note that this assumption affects the symmetry we had before.] These
conditions can be translated in terms of A.~.V and then yield :
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(9) A + V > 1 v + A > 1

To see this note that T = 2nTb = 2nTc > a , so [ n:y > nTa ]e.g. -n a ~a a a - a
[ ~aTn - XvbTn + AP-cTn > (XAV+~~)aTna ] ~ [ -2~-AV+AA ~ -2(AAV+~~) ]a a a -
~ 3A{1-;:i.-v)> a , whereas nTz < nTa ~ 3~{1-p--v) < a. Hencea - a

The width of triangle b is now easily calculated and given by

min {A,A,V}
(ro) w(6)

[As an example we show how to calculate max
sE:.b-b

Clearly the

maximum is attained by S = x-z, and using (7) we find nT{x-z) =
a

xTn - ZTn = [(-;:i.v-AV)aTn+ (vX-vX)bTn + (Xv+Xv)cTn ]/(AAV+X;:i.v)a a a a a
[(-;:i.v-AV)-i·(vA-vX)-i' {X;:i.+XA)]-aTn/(XAV+X~) = -(3/2)v-aTn /(XAV+~~).]a a

-1For m:= min {A,A,V} ~ a we define F := F(A,A,V) := (w(b» . We show
2 r: -1 r:that F{A,A,V) ~ (1+3r3) = 2v3-3, for a < A,A,V < 1, X+A > 1, A+V > 1, v+X

> 1. There are two cases to be considered:

Case 1: m = A < i. Then X ~ i ~ A, A ~ i , v ~ i , and we have
F = [AAV+~~]/A > [AAV+A~]/A = AV+~ = i-{2p.-1) (2v-l)+i ~ i > 2/3-3;

Case 2: m > i. Define s:= X+A+V, then s ~ 3m and 2(AA+AV+VA) - s =
{X+p.-1)v + (p.+v-1)X + {v+A-1)A ~ (2(A+A+v)-3)m = (2s-3)m. It follows that
F = [AAV + X~]/m = [1-{A+A+V)+{AA+AV+VA)]/m ~ [1-s/2+(s-3/2)m]/m
[1-3m/2+{m-1/2)s]/m > [1-3m/2+{m-1/2)3m]/m 3m-3+1/m ~ 2/3 - 3.

Notice that F = 2/3 - 3 if and only if m = A = A = V = 1//3. This means
that the optimum for max(w{b» is uniquely determined up to the choice of
the sign of nT(y_a) (cf. assumption (8». This remark concludes the proofa
of our claim that 9>(3) = 1 + ~ /3. 0
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Using the facts that ~(3)= 1 + ~ /3 > 2 and that the optimum for ~(3)is
more or less uniquely determined finally settles the proof of the main
theorem. DOD
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ABSTRACT

A. Schrijver proved that if A denotes the incidence matrix of a bidirected graph,
and b is an integral "length" function on the edges of A, then the system Ax.,;; b has
an integer solution x if and only if (i) each cycle in A has nonnegative length, and (ii)
each doubly odd cycle in A has positive length. Unfortunately these cycles may be
very complicated. We show that we may restrict conditions (i) and (ii) to a set of
reasonably simple cycles.

1. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to sharpen the following theorem of [2]. Let
A = (a ij) be an integral m X n matrix satisfying

n

L laijl=2
j-I

and let b be an integral vector in III"'. Then

for i= 1, ... , m, (1)

the system Ax ~ b has an integral solution x if and only if:
(r) each cycle in A has nonnegative length; (2)
(ii) each doubly odd cycle in A has positive length.

"Research supported by the Netherlands Organization for Scientific Research (NWO)
through the Stichting Mathematisch Centrum.

LINEAR ALGEBRA AND ITS APPLICATIONS 114/115:541-553 (1989)
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Here the following terminology is used. With each matrix A satisfying (1) we
associate a bidirected graph, whose vertices are the columns of A, and whose
edges are the rows of A. Edge e is said to connect vertices v and w if
\(1,., \ = \aru..\ = 1. The sign of e at v (respectively w) is positive if aeIJ (aew) is
positive and negative if aeL' (aew) is negative. We can indicate this as

0+
V

o
w

0---0
V W (3)

An edge e is said to be a loop at v if laevl = 2, indicated as

or -Q- (4)

:\ cyell' in A is a sequence

(5)

such that

(i) VO' VI"'" vd are vertices, with vo= Vd' and el,e2,···,ed

are edges;
for each i = 1, ... ,d, either vj_l"* Vj and lae,v,) = lae,v,1 = 1, (6)
or Vj_1 = Vj and laev 1= 2;
foreachi=l, ... ,d: ~e"ae .' <0I"', • ..,.1 ....,

(ii)

(taking ed+ 1:= el). Examples of cycles are given by Figure 1. The length of a
cycle (5) is, by definition,

(7)

This explains condition (i) in (2).
A cycle (5) is called doubly odd if there exists a t with 0 < t < d such

that

(i) Vo = VI = Vd;

(u) aeIVOae,v, > 0 and ae"IV,aedVd > 0;
(iii) L::_Ibe, is odd and L:f-,+Jbei is odd.

(8)

Conditions (i) and (ii) are illustrated by Figure 2. This explains condition (ii)
of (2).
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vo= V5 V12

+

Vi V4 +

Vo Vi V2
/I II "Vu ViO V9
II

V2 + V3 V13 V14

FIG.!.

It is not sufficient to require condition (2)(i) only for simple cycles, i.e.
those for which v 1"'" Vd are all distinct. Similarly, condition (2)(ii) cannot be
restricted to doubly odd cycles with VI'"'' Vd -1 all distinct.

Nevertheless, we need not verify (2) for all the cycles in A. In this paper,
we describe precisely which cycles of A must be considered. In order to do
this, we need the following definition. A cycle (5) is semisimple if there exist
t and u such that

(i)
(ii)

O~u<t-u~t<d;
Vo = V" VI = V, _ l' ... , Vu = v,_,,' e \ = e, e2 = et- \ ' ••• ,

eu = e,_u+ \;

V" + \' Vu + 2' ... , Vd _ 1 are all distinct;
a a >0.

elvO e,tJ,

(9)
(iii)
(iv)

[Condition (iv) here is superfluous if u > 0.]

FIG. 2.
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+ +

FIC.3.

As an illustration (u = 3, t = 11, d = 15), consider Figure 3. Here all
vertices drawn are distinct. We will show that in (2)(i) we only have to
consider simple and semisimple cycles.

Characterizing the cycles necessary in (2)(ii) is more complicated. Call a
sequence P = (vo' el, VI"'" ed' Vd) a path if

(i)
(ii)

Vo,' .. , vd are vertices, and e I" .. ,ed are edges;
for i = 1, ... , d, either Vi_ I =1= Viand la e " 1 = la e ~ 1 = 1,

I ,- l , I

orvi_l=viand lae~I=2;
for i = 1,.,.,d -1, ~~~ae. u < 0,

I I 1+1 I

(10)

(iii)

We allow the case d = 0, The internal vertices of such a path are V I' ' .. , vd - I'

The sequence (Vd' ed' vd_I, ... ,el,vO) is a path again, and is denoted by p-I,
If P' = (va' ei, v~",., ed" v.I.) and P" = (va', el', vi',···, ed~"v,n are paths, we
say that P' connects to P" if Vd"=VO" and (ae.".ae"",,<O or d'd"=O).

d· ....fl' 1 ""0

If P' connects to P" then their concatenation P'> P":= (Va, ei, v~"'" ed"
I.:d· = vo', e {', v~'" . " ed~"Vd~') is again a path.

Call a cycle a Korach cycle if there exist paths Pi''''' Pk, Qi''''' Q2k
(with k ~ 1) such that the cycle is

PI' QI' P2' Q2' P3'" Qk-I' r;Qk' Pll, Qk+ I' p2-1

. Qk+2' P3-I,., Q2k-I' P; I. Q2k' (U)

where

(i) all vertices in all PI"'" Pk and all internal vertices in all
Q I ' ' .,,Q2k are distinct;

(ii) Qi does not connect to Qk+i+1 (i = 1,.,., k -1), and Qk+i-I does
not connect to Qi (i = 1, ... , k + I),

(12)
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k = 5:

+ + + +

+

+

+

+

+

+

FIG. 4. (Continued)

[Note that (12)(i) implies that each Qi has at least two vertices.) In Figure 4
we give examples for k = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 (all vertices drawn are different, double
lines and solid dots denote edges and vertices on the Pi'S).
Our theorem is:

THEOREM. The system Ax ~ b has an integer solution x if and only if

(I) each simple or semisimple cycle in A has nonnegative length; (13)
(u) each doubly odd Korach cycle in A has positive length.

In Section 2 we give a proof of the theorem, based on a theorem of
Korach [1]. In Section 3 we show that the conditions (13) cannot be reduced
further: each of the cycles described is necessarily included in (13).

2. PROOF OF THE THEOREM

Our proof consists of two parts: first deriving (2)(i) from (13)(i), and
second deriving (2)(ii) from (13)(i) and (ii).
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1. We derive (2)(i) from (13)(i). Suppose

( vo, e I' VI' ... , elf' Vlf ) ( 14 )

is a cycle of negative length. Choose the cycle so that:

(i) the number of distinct edges occurring in (14) is as small
as possible; ( 1.3 )

(ii) under condition (i}, d is as small as possible.

First observe that if Vs = V/ for some 0 < S < t ~ d. then

( 16)

Otherwise (vs' es+I"'" VI) and (v" e,+I •...• vd = vo. el, ... , v,) are cycles. at
least one of them with negative length, contradicting (15).

In particular, (16) implies that no three among VO,V1,,,,, (;d-I are the
same.

We derive that if Vs = VI and vs' = V" with s= s' and t '* t' and 0 ~ s < t
< d and 0 ~ s' < t' < d, then we cannot have s < S' < t < t'. For suppose
that s S'f'l,.---.....n

(17)

occurs. By (16), (v.' e.+ 1"'" e.. , vs' = v", e,""" e,+ I' v,) and (us ' ' e..... 1"'" el,

V, = VJ' es'"'' el, Vo = Vd' ed"'" e,,+ I' v,,) are cycles again, at least one of
them with negative length, contradicting (15).

If (14) is not simple, then, by absence of the situation (17), we may
assume without loss of generality that Vo is chosen so that for some t , -vith
0< t < d,

Vo = v" and for i = t + 1,...•d -1. Vi occurs only once
in VO,V1' ... 'Vd_l.

(18)
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Then, again by absence of (17), there exist p and q, 0 ~ p < q ~ t, such that
vp = Vq and for i= P + 1, ... , q - 1, Vj occurs only once in vo, VI"'" cd _ 1:

(19)

(possibly vp = Vo and Vq = o.). At least one of the cycles

and

has negative length and contradicts (15)(i), unless

However, if (20) holds, then (14) is semisimple.
Concluding, (14) is simple or semisimple, contradicting (13)(i).
II. We next derive (2)(li) from (13)(i) and (li). So by part I of this proof

we may assume that (2)(i) holds. Suppose (2)(li) does not hold. Let

be a doubly odd cycle of length O. Let t with 0 < t < d satisfy (8). We show
that there exists a doubly odd Korach cycle of length 0, contradicting (13)(ii).
To this end, we may assume that all rows of A occur (as edges) in (21)
[we can delete the rows not occurring in (21)].

In order to apply Korach's theorem [1] we construct an auxiliary undi-
rected graph G as follows. For each vertex v of A we have two vertices V-

and V-. For each edge (or loop) e of A we make an edge (or loop) e" in G,
where

e* connects v+ and w+ if aev = aew = + 1,

e" connects e" and w- if aev = + 1 and aew = -1,

e* connects V- and w- if aev = aew = -1, (22)

e*isaloopat o " ifaev=+2,

e*isaloopat v- ifaev= -2.
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FIG. 5.

Moreover. for each vertex v of A, there is an edge in G connecting u " and
t: - . These edges fonn a perfect matching AI in G.

Now G does not contain a coclique (= set of pairwise nonadjacent
vertices) C of size IMI. This follows from the facts that such a coclique C
must contain exactly one vertex in every edge in M, and that the doubly odd
cycle (21) gives the subgraph of G in Figure 5 (an alternating cycle with
respect to M), where double lines stand for edges in M, and single lines for
edges not in M. (Vertices and edges drawn different in Figure 5 may
coincide.,

Now by Korach's theorem, G contains an alternating cycle of fonn

Ql' R r: Q2' R2", Rk-1· Qk' Rk· Qi1. Rk+ l' Q;l

(23)

where Ql"'" Qk' R 1"'" R 2k are alternating paths with respect to M such
that

(i) all vertices in all Ql"'" Qk and all internal vertices in all
R 1'"'' R2k are distinct;

(ii) the first and last edges of each Qj belong to M;
(iii) the first and last edges of each R j do not belong to M,

(24)

[Here, as usual, an alternating path with respect to M is a path
(lVo, fl' w1,· . , , ~,wp)' where J; is an edge connecting Wj-1 and
Wi (i = 1" ... p). and where exactly one of J; _ 1 and J; belongs to M
(i = 2, .. " p ). The internal vertices are W1, .. ·, wp_1']
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In a direct way, (23) gives a Korach cycle (11) in A: replace each e" bye,
and replace each {v +, v - } by v . We call this Korach cycle C". \V e show that
it is doubly odd and has length o.

We first show the following:

if yEll! m and yA = 0 then yb = O. (25)

To see this, let for any cycle C in A, XC denote the incidence vector in II!'"
of C, i.e., Xc( e) := the number of times C passes e, for each edge ( = row
index) of A. By (2), the system Ax ~ 2b has a solution x [as condition (2)(ii)
is void, since 2b is even]. Since XC'b = 0, XCA = 0, and xC' > 0, we have
Ax = 2b. This implies (25).

In particular, (25) implies, as XC'A = 0, that XC"b = 0, i.e., C" has
length O.

In order to show that C", as given by (11), is doubly odd, it suffices tIl

show that

k k

L length ( Pi) + L length ( Qi) is odd. (26)
i = Z i = 1

This fact follows from

if y is an integral vector with yA = (0, ... ,0, ± 2,0, ... ,0),
then yb is odd.

(27)

[Applying (27) to the incidence vector of Ql,PZ·Q2'" Pk·Qk gives (26).]
To see (27), let yA have its ± 2 at v. [ef. (21)]. We may assume without

loss of generality that 0 < s ~ t. Let z be the incidence vector of the part

(28)

of C', By (8), zA = (0,... ,0, ±2,0,,,.,0), with the ± 2 at vI' and zb is odd,
Let u be the incidence vector of the part (vs' es+ i- Vs+ 1"'" e., o.) of C. So
uA = (0, ... ,0, ± 1,0, ... ,0, ± 1,0, ... ,0), with the ± I's at Vs and vI' or uA = 0
if v. = Vt. Now

(± z + 2u ± y)A = 0, (29)

for appropriate (two) choices of ±. Hence by (25), (±::; + 2u ± y)b = O. As
zb is odd and 2ub is even, we know that yb is odd, proving (27).



3. IRREDUNDANCY OF THE CONDITION (13)

We finally show that the condition (13) cannot be reduced any further.
Call two cycles equivalent if they are the same up to the choice of the
starting point, up to the orientation, and, in case they are semisimple. lip to
replacing C!,C2 by Cl'C;l. We claim:

Let A be any bidirected graph. Let C be any simple,
semisimple, or Korach cycle of A. Then for some
right-hand side b, C is the only cycle of A (up to
equivalence) which does not satisfy the condition (13),

(:30 )

To prove our claim, let C = (vo, el, v I"'" eel' vel)'
First, let C be a simple or semisimple cycle. Define b( e ):= - 2 for each

edge e E C, and b( e) := 4d +2 for each edge e $ C. Then C has negative
length. Moreover, each simple or semisimple cycle in A that contains an edge
not occurring in C has positive length. We can therefore assume that all
edges of A occur in C. Clearly, C is the only simple or semisimple cycle
contained in A (up to equivalence), and we should consider C in (l3)(i),

Next, let

be a Korach cycle, as in (11). Let b(e):= (~Al)e for e E C, and bte y=« 2d + 1
for e $ C. Here 1 denotes the all-one vector in iii ", One easily checks that
now C is doubly odd and has length O. So Ax ~ b has no integer solution. Oil
the other hand, Ax ~ b has a rational solution, viz, x = ~1. So all cycles of A
have nonnegative length. Each Korach cycle of A that contains an edge not
occurring in C has positive length. Hence we may assume that all edges of A
occur in C.

We show that C is the only Korach cycle contained in A (up to
equivalence). Define Pk+ j := pj-

l for i = 1,... , k. Let C' be a Korach cycle
contained in A. Without loss of generality, we may assume that QI is part of
C'· C. Hence also PI' Ql is part of C'· C'. Let q be the largest number with
q ~ 2k such that

(32)
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is part of C'· C'. If q = 2k, then C' is equivalent to C. This follows from the
following fact, which is easy to derive from the definition of a Korach cycle:

if ex. is a cycle and is a proper subsequence of 13·13, where
13 is a Korach cycle, then ex. is equivalent to 13. (3.'3)

This should be applied to ex. being cycle (32), and 13 being C and C'.
So we may assume that q < 2k. The part (32) of C'. C' must be followed

by Pq+ i- By the maximality of q, this Pq+ I cannot be followed by Qq"!' and
hence it must be followed by Q;lq (taking indices modulo 2k). That is,

(:3·1)

is part of C'· C'. Since Pq· Qq' Pq+l.Q;1q is a cycle, by (33) it is equivalent to
C'. Hence q = 1 and k = 1, and therefore C is equivalent to C.
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REDUCTION OF CUT-CONDITIONS ON COMPACT SURFACES.

C • A • J. HURKENS

Abstract. - We prove that a certain cut-condition for graphs on a compact
surface can be restricted to "simple" and "semi-simple" cuts. This
applies to theorems of Schrijver on disjoint circuits of prescribed
homotopies in a graph on a compact surface.

SECTION 1 - INTRODUCTION

Our main result is the following 'reduction theorem':

Theorem 1. Let S be a compact surface and let G = (V(G).E(G)) be a graph

embedded on S. Let C1 •...•Ck be pairwise disjoint closed curves on S.
each of them simple and orientation preserving.

If there exists a closed curve D on S satisfying

(1) (i)

(ii)

IxW(G) = IlJ ;

cr(G.D) < Limincr(Ci.D).

then there exists one satisfying the following further conditions

(2) (i)

(ii)

(iii)

D is simple ;

the intersection-sequence D of D is simple or semi-simple ;

if e1.e2 are edges of G. and f is a face oj G. so that part
D12 oj D traverses f. going Jrom e1 to e2• and part D21
traverses f. going Jrom e2 to e1• as in :

then e1• D12• e2 and D21 enclose a simply connected part oj

Jace f.



Here we use the following conventions, terminology and notation. A
graph is said to be embedded on S. if it is embedded so that edges do not
intersect. We identify a graph with its image on S. The faces of a graph
are the components of S\G.

A closed curve on S is a continuous function C:Sl~S, where S1
denotes the unit circle {z£C\\z\=l} in the complex plane. It is simple if
it is one-to-one. Two closed curves C and C' are called homotopic (on S).
denoted by C - C', if there exists a continuous function t:Slx[O,l]~
such that t(z,O) = C(z) and t(z,l) C'(z) for all z£Sl' A closed curve
is called null-homotopic if it is homotopic to some constant function.

A closed curve is called orientation preserving if the notions of
left and right do not change after making one orbit along the curve. In
other words - if the compact surface is represented by the 2-sphere by
adding a finite number of handles and a finite number of so-called 'cross-
caps', then such a curve should traverse cross-caps an even number of
times.

For a graph G embedded on S and a closed curve D on S we denote:

(3) cr(G,D) := \{z£Sl\ D(z) belongs to G}\.

Likewise, if C and D are closed curves on S:

(4) cr(C,D)
mincr(C,D)

:= \{(y,z)€SlxSI\ C(y)=D(z)}\.
.- min {cr(C.D)\ C - C, 0 - D}.

It is well-known that mincr(C,D) is finite.

In order to describe self-intersections and self-crossings of a closed
curve C we use:

(5) cr(C)
mincr(C)

:= !'\{(y,z)€SlxS1\ C(y)=C(z), y~z}\,
:= min {cr(C) \ C - C}.

The notion of sell-crossing as opposed to sell-intersection is intuitively
clear.
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Let G = (V(G).E(G)) be a graph embedded on S and let D be a closed
curve on S. with cr(G.D) <~. The intersection-sequence D of D is the
sequence defined by:

with fa=ft• where fi is a face, edge or vertex of G, so that (6) gives the
order in which D passes faces. edges and vertices of G. The number t =
2·cr(G.D) may be zero. Sequence (6) is called simple if the fi• i=1, ....
t. are distinct. It is semi-simple if there are indices q.r.s with a S q
< r < s < t so that:

(i)

(ii)
(fa'f1 .....f ) = (f •f 1 '...,f ) :q s s- r
fq+1,fq+2, ...,ft_1 are all distinct

(so q=s-r).
Similarly any cyclic permutation of such a sequence will be called

semi-simple. As an illustration (q=3,r=11,s=14) consider the following
curve D:

(8)

...,
I

/

"

Here all faces, edges and vertices drawn are distinct. o

A first application of the reduction theorem concerns a special case of
the following 'homotopic circulation theorem' of Schrijver on the
existence of fractional circulations of prescribed homotopy. We use
notation as follows. Let G=(V.E) be embedded on a surface S. Let C

CThen the function X :E~Z+ is(va.e1.v1 •...• el,vl) be a cycle in G.
defined by:

(9) C
X (e) for e e: E.
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The formulation of the 'homotopic circulation theorem' is as follows:

Theorem 2. (Schrijver,[7J.) Let G = (V,E) be a graph embedded on a

compact orientable surface S, and let C1"",Ck be cycles in G.
Then there exist cycles C11"",C1t • C21 •...• Ck1 •...• Ckt in G and

1 k

scalars All···· .Akt > o so that :
k

t
(10) (i) [i A .. = 1 (i=l •...• k).

j=1 ~J
C ..

(ii) [ Aij'X ~J(e} < 1 (eEE).
i.j

if and only if for each closed curve D on S not intersecting V ~e have

k
(11) [ mincr(Ci .D} < cr(G.D}.

i=1 o

The following corollary of our reduction theorem shows that condition (11)
can be sharpened in some cases:

Theorem 3. Let G = (V.E) be a graph embedded on a compact orientable
surface S. Let C1 •...• Ck be pairwise disjoint and simple closed curves
on S. If there exists a closed curve D on S not intersecting V for

~hich:

k
(12) r mincr(Ci .D} > cr(G.D) •

i=1

then there exists one satisfying moreover the 'simplicity conditions' (2).
o

As a second application of the reduction theorem we give a reduction of
part of the set of necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence
of pairwise vertex-disjoint simple circuits. of prescribed homotopies. in
a graph embedded on a compact surface. These conditions form the core of
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yet another theorem of Schrijver (8). and put restrictions on the set of
'dual curves' on the surface. The theorem reads as follows:

Theorem 4. (Schrijver.[8).) Let G=(V.E) be a graph embedded on a compact

surface S. and let Cl •...•Ck be non-nuLL-homotopic cLosed curves on S.
Then there exist pairwise vertex-disjoint simple closed curves Cl .....C

k
in G so that Ci is homotopic to Cit for i=1 •...•k. if and only if

(13)

(ii)
(iii)

(i) there exist pairwise disjoint simple closed curves C1•...•Ck
on 5 so that C. is homotopic to C .. for i=1 •...•k ;

.L 1 k .
for each closed curve 0:5-451: cr(G.O) ~ Li=1m1ncr(Ci'0)
for each doubly odd closed curve 0 = 01,02:51-4S with 01(1)

D2(1) ~ G: cr(G.D) > Li~1mincr(Ci.D)
o

We will not explain the precise meaning of (13}(iii) as we are concerned
only with the first two conditions. Our application asserts that if
condition (13}(i) is satisfied. and (13}(ii) is violated. then it is
violated by a rather 'simple' curve D:

Theorem 5. Let 5 be a compact surface. Let G = (V(G}.E(G}) be a graph

embedded on 5. Let C1 •...•Ck:51-45 be simple pairwise disjoint closed

curves on 5. each of them non-null-homotopic. If there exists a closed

curve D:S1-4S. with the property that

(14) cr(G.D} < L.k
1mincr(C .•0),

1= 1

then there exists one satisfying the following further conditions

(15) (i)
(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

o intersects G only in V(G)
D has no self-crossings ;

the intersection-sequence D of 0 is simple or semi-simple

if v1.v2 are vertices of G, and f is a face of G. so that

part 012 of D traverses f. going from v1 to v2' and part
-1D21 traverses f. going from v2 to v1, then D12 - (D21)

o
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It means that if some dual cut 0 violates condition (13)(ii), then we can
assume that both 0 and 0 are simple, as in:

(16)
--,

(

r,
D''- --- ---

or 0 is semi-simple, and 0 has no self-crossings, as in:

(17)
D ....--.-

I
I --,

\\ I
'.... I-- .-----_/

In both examples, all faces and all vertices drawn are distinct,

Remark. The proof of the Reduction Theorem that we will give below allows
an extension asserting that if G has no component planarly embedded on S,
then we can make an additional assumption, viz.:

(18) with at most two exceptions, f\0[51] is simply connected, for
each face f of G traversed by O.

We will not prove this assertion, to avoid further complications in our
proof.

In a sequel to this paper [4] we will give a reduction of the doubly
odd closed curves, mentioned in (13)(iii), to so-called 'Korach-curves'.
In Hurkens [3] a theorem is presented, providing analogous results on
reducing necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of integral
solution to a matrix-inequality of a certain type.
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we
give a brief survey of the topology of surfaces and we present some more
definitions on curves and crossings of curves. We actually borrow the
terminology of Schrijver (cf. [7].[8]) in order to keep our paper self-
contained. So the main part of section 2 defines the language used to
describe the proof of our reduction theorem. Furthermore we derive some
preliminary results turning out to be useful in proving our theorem.

The proof of our reduction theorem is given in section 3. Finally
in section 4 we show that theorems 3 and 5 are indeed corollaries of the
reduction theorem.
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SECTION 2 - PRELIMINARIES ON SURFACES AND CURVES

Surfaces and curves.
A surface is any arc-connected Hausdorff space S in which each point

x has a neighborhood N homeomorphic to the complex plane r. A surface S
x

is orientable if each Nx can be oriented so that if two neighborhoods Nx
and N intersect, then their orientations coincide on the intersection.y
Otherwise. S is called non-orientable.

Dehn and Heegaard [2] classified all compact surfaces to those
spaces obtained from the 2-dimensional sphere by adding some finite number
of 'handles' and some finite number of 'cross-caps'. Beside the compact
surfaces we will consider in our proof only three other, non-compact
surfaces, viz.

(19) - the complex plane C;
- the annulus;
- the Mobius strip.

The annulus arises from Rx[O.l] by identifying (x,O) and (x,l), for each
xER. The M~bius strip arises from RX[O,l] by identifying (x,O) and
(-x,l), for each xER.

g~EY~~_~~_e~~~~·
A closed curve D on a surface S is a continuous function D:S1~'

where Sl:={zECllzl=l}. An open curve on S is a continuous function
D:R~S.
A path P on S is a continuous function P:[O,l]~. The path is said to go

from P(O) to P(l). which two points are called the end points of P. If 0
is a closed curve on S. then path(D) is the path on S. defined by:

(20) path(D) (x) := D(e2rrix), for x E [0,1].

A closed curve 0 on S is called orientation-preserving, if its
orientation does not 'flip' after making one turn. A closed curve D for
which the orientation does flip is called orientation-reversing.
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If Dl,D2:S1~S are closed curves with D1(1)=D2(1), then D1,D2 is the
closed curve with:

(21) if 1m z > 0:
if 1m z < O.

Similarly D1, ...#Dn is defined. For n£Z, if D:Sl~S is a closed curve,
n n nthen D is the closed curve with D (z):=D(z ) for z€Sl'
Similarly, if Pl,P2:[O,l]~S are paths with P1(1)=P2(0), then P1,P2

is the path with

(22) (P1#P2)(x) .- PI (2x) if 0 < x < t ;
P2(2x-l), if t < x < 1.

If P:[O,l]~S is a path on S, then p-1 is the path on S defined by
P-1{x):= P(l-x), for x€[O,l].

!!9~9!:9E~'
Two closed curves D and D' are called homotopic (on S), which is

denoted by D - D', if there exists a continuous function t:Slx[O,l]~
such that t{z,O)=D{z) and t(z,l)=D'(z} for all zESl. This defines an
equivalence relation between closed curves: the class containing curve D
is denoted by hom(D). A closed curve is called null-homotopic if it is
homotopic to some constant function.

Similarly, two paths P,P':[O,l]~ are said to be homotopic, denoted
by P - P', if there exists a continuous function ~:[O,l]X[O,l]~S so that
~(x,O)=P(x), ~(x,l}=P'(x), t(O,x)=P(O) and ~(l,x)=P(l), for all x € [0,1].
It follows that P(O}=P'(O) and P(l}=P'(l). Again, homotopy of paths
defines an equivalence relation: the class containing path P is denoted by
hom(P). A path is called null-homotopic if it is homotopic to a constant
function.

Moreover, for p,q € S, defin~ Hom{p,q} := {hom(P)I P is a path from
p to q}. If p,q,r € S and X € Hom(p,q) and ~ € Hom(q,r}, then
define X/~ := hom(P/Q), for some arbitrary P€X and Q€~ (hom(P/Q) is easily
seen to be independent of the choice of P€X,Q€~). This operation makes
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Hom{p,p) to a group, the lundamentat group "1(8) 01 S (as a group it is
independent of pl. Let id denote the identity element of Hom(p,p).

By a theorem of Poincare [6], the 2-sphere and the complex plane are
the only surfaces with trivial fundamental group. By a theorem of von
Kerekjart6 [5], the annulus and the M5bius strip are the only surfaces
with infinite cyclic fundamental group.

The fundamental groups of the compact surfaces are well-described,
and it follows that:

(23) if S is a compact surface not equal to the projective plane, and
e is a closed curve on S with en null-homotopic (n~2), then C
itself is null-homotopic.

Covering surfaces.
A covering surlace of a surface 8 is a surface S' provided with a

map rr:S'~ so that: each point p of S has a neighborhood N = C so that
for each component K of rr-1[N] one has that rrlK is a homeomorphism from K
onto N. rris called the projection lunction of the covering surface.

~~_~!~~E~~!_~~~~E!~g_~~Ef~~~·
Choose pES. Then the universat covering surlace S' of S (with

respect to p) is the space with point set: {AlqES, AEHom(p,q)}, while a
subset T of S' is open iff for each AET, AEHom{p,q), there is a
neighborhood N of q in 8 so that N is homeomorphic to C and so that for
each r in N and for each path P in N from q to r the
point Alhom(P) belongs to T. The projection rr:S'~ is the continuous
function defined by rr(A):=q, for AEHom(p,q).

For any closed curve D:S1~ with D(l)=q, say, and for any

AEHom(p,q), the tilting 01 D to S' by A is the open curve D':~' defined
by:

(24) D' (x)
2rrixy:= Alhom(D(e )y€[O,l]) for x in R.

. 2"ixIn fact, D' is the unique open curve D':~' satisfY1ng rroD'(x)=D(e )
for all x in R.
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Similarly, for any path D:[O,l]~S with D(O)=q, say, and for any
)'EHom(p,q), the lifting of D to S' by A is the path D':[O,l]~' defined
by: D'(x) := ).Ihom(D(xY)Y€[O,l]) for x€[O,l]. So rroD'=D.

Note the symmetry of the universal covering surface: the universal
covering surface and the 1iftings are essentially independent of the
choice of the point p. In fact, one has the following helpful result:

(25) if S is a compact surface, not equal to the 2-sphere or the
projective plane, and S' is the universal covering surface of S,
then S' is homeomorphic to the complex plane C.

This vas shown by Schwarz and by Poincare [6J. It means that copies of
the 'fundamental polygon' of any compact surface, except the 2-sphere and
the projective plane, can be stuck together so as to form a tesselation of
a space homeomorhic to C.

~~-~~~~£~~s_~~£f~~~_~~~~£~~~~_~~_~_~~£~~.
The above mentioned concept of lifting paths and curves to the

universal covering surface also applies for general covering surfaces. A
special kind of covering surface we will use is the surface generated by a
curve on our surface S. It arises from 'rolling up' the universal
covering surface along the lifting of a particular curve of our choice.

Let D:Sl~S be a non-nul1-homotopic closed curve and let p:=D(l).
The covering surface generated by D is the quotient space of the universal
covering surface S' with respect to p, obtained by identifying ).(S' and
M(S' iff), = hom(path(Dn»IM for some n€Z. So any point of S" can be
described by <).> where )'€S' and where <).> denotes the class of ).under the
equivalence just defined.

Let rr':S'~" denote the quotient map. Then rr'().}= <).>. The
projection rr":S"~ is the function given by rrtt«).» := q, if ).€
Hom(p,q). So rr"orr'= rr,or in diagram:

(26)
rr

S' ) S
~S"-;;.:'
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If S is not the projective plane then SIthas a fundamental group
isomorphic to the infinite cyclic group. Hence, topologically, S" is
homeomorphic to the annulus or the Mtlbiusstrip (by von Kerekjart6's
classification theorem, [5]), depending on whether D is orientation-
preserving or not.

Preliminary results.
Next we give some results which turn out to be useful in the proof

of our theorem. The first one asserts that if we have a curve homotopic
to Cn, for some orientation-preserving closed curve C, then we can 'split
off' a subcurve homotopic to C. To shorten the proof we formulate a
somewhat weaker statement:

(27) Let C be a non-null-homotopic orientation-preserving closed
curve on S, and let D be a closed curve, D - en, for some n > 1,
with cr(D) < co.

Then there exists a homeomorphism ~:Sl~Sl homotopic to the
identity map w.r.t. the surface C\{O}, and there exist curves E
- C and F - en-1, so that Do~ = ElF .

Proof. By induction on cr(D). Let SItdenote the surface generated by C.
Then SIt is homeomorphic to the annulus. The lifting D" of D to SItis a
closed curve, and n is equal to the net number of times D" goes around the
annulus. Moreover cr(D") ~ cr(D).
If cr(D") = 0, then n = 1 and we can take E = D.
So assume cr(D") > O. Without loss of generality D" intersects in D"(l) =
D"(-l) and we can split D" = D1,D;;. Let D1 and D2 denote the respective
projections on S. Then D = D1,D2 and cr(D1)+cr(D2) < cr(D). Suppose Dl
goes around the annulus p times, and D2 goes around q times. That is,
D1 - MP and D2 - Mq, where M:S1~" denotes the mid-circle.of the annulus,
i.e. the simple closed curve on the annulus given by M(e2rr1x) := (O,x),
for x€[O,l]. Then D1- CP, D2- Cq, and we have p+q = n, where p or q may
be negative. Suppose that our choice of the point of self-intersection of
D" is so, that Ipl+lql is minimal. If both p and q are non-negative, then
the proof is finished by applying the induction hypothesis to D1 and D2·
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On the other hand, p < 0 is impossible, since induction on D2 {q >
n} would yield a decomposition into D209'''= E",F" with E"- C, F"- Cq-1
The minimality of Ipl+lql is then contradicted by the following
observations:

(28) {i} Ip+ll + Iq-ll -p +q -2 < Ipi+lql ;
{ii} Ip+q-ll + 1 = p +q < Iql < Ipl+lql. o

The following result is an immediate consequence.

(29) Let C be a simple, non-null-homotopic and orientation-preserving
closed curve on S. Let 0 - en, for some n ~ 2, with cr(O} < =.
Then either 0 contains a null-homotopic subcurve or there exists
a homeomorphism 9':Sl~Sl' and there exist closed curves E e

n-land F - e ,so that 0°9'= ElF and, moreover, so that E is
simple.

For orientation-reversing curves e we have a result similar to {27}:

{30} Let e be a non-null-homotopic orientation-reversing closed curve
on S, and let 0 be a closed curve, D - e2m

+
1, for some m > 1,

with cr{O} <~. Then there exists a homeomorphism 9':Sl~l and
. 2 2m-lthere eX1st curves E - e and F - C ,so that D°9' = E,F .

2Proof. By induction on cr(D). Let S" denote the surface generated by e
Then S" is homeomorphic to the annulus. Let D" denote the lifting of D2
to S", then D" is a closed curve on S", going around 2m+l times. By the
previous result we find a homeomorphism 9'''with 0"°9'1t= E"#F" so that
rr"oEIt-C2 and rr"oF"-C4m. As m > 0 the argument can be repeated to find a
homeomorhism Ifand a split of Oltinto Dltolf= E1,F1,E2,F2 • with subcurves
E1 and E2 of 0" homotopic to a lifting of e2 to Sit. We may assume without
loss of generality that If-1[{ei~1 0 ~ ~ ~ irr}]C {ei~1 0 < ~ < rr}. This
means that we can split off rr"GEl[Sl] from D[Sl]' i.e .• 0°9'= ElF with E

2 2m-le and F - e for suitably chosen 9',E and F. Cl
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As a convenient tool in deciding whether cr(e,D) = mincr(e,D) for certain
closed curves e,D on a compact surface S, we formulate the following
lemma:

(31) Let S be a compact surface with universal covering surface S' ,
and let e and D be closed curves on S, so that e is simple and
so that each lifting of e to S' and each lifting of D to S'
intersect at most once.
Then cr(e,D) = mincr(C,D).

Proof. First for arbitrary closed curves e,D with cr(C,D) < ~ we define
an equivalence relation on the points of intersection of e and D. To this
end, for any closed curve D:Sl~ and z,z'ES1, let us call a path
P:[O,IJ-4S a z-z'-walk along D if there exist t,t'ER so that:

(32) z = exp(2rrit), z' = exp(2rrit')
P(x) = D(exp(2rri«1-x)t+xt'») , for x E [O,IJ.

Now let C,D be closed curves on S so that the set X(e,D) := {(x,y)ES1XSl
e(x) = D(y)} is finite, and so that if (x,y)€X(C,D) then C and D form
crossing (i.e. not touching) curves, if we restrict them to small
neighborhoods of x and y. Then the following defines an equivalence
relation on X(C,D):

(33) (x,y) c (x',y') iff some x-x'-walk along C is homotopic to some
y-y'-walk along D.

We call an equivalence class of this relation odd if it contains an odd
number of elements. Let

(34) odd(C,D) := number of odd classes of •.

Now if each lifting of e crosses each lifting of D at most once, then we
have that cr(e,D) = odd(e,D). On the other hand we will show below, that
odd(C,D) is a lower bound on the number mincr(e,D). This settles our
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proof, since then mincr(C,D) > odd(C,D) cr(C,D) > mincr(C,D), with
equality throughout.

To see that odd(C,D) indeed bounds mincr(C,D) from below we use the
theory of simplicial approximation. Let C - C and D - D attain
mincr(C,D). By the tameness of the surface S we may assume that C, C, D
and D cross each other and themselves a finite number of times. Hence we
may assume that C and C follow the edges of a triangulation r of S, and
that D and D follow the edges of some other triangulation ~ of S, so that
r and ~ intersect only in edges.

One easily checks that odd(C,D) is invariant under the following
modification of C: if C passes along edges e of triangle T of r, replace e
by the other two edges of T; similarly for D with respect to 6. Since
C and D arise from C and D by a series of these modifications and their
reverses, we have:

(35) mincr(C,D) cr(C,D) > odd(C,D) odd(C,D),

which proves our claim above. o

Graphs, curves and crossings.
In addition to the previous definitions of the functions cr(.,.) and
mincr(.,.) we define, for a path P on S and a closed curve C on S

(36) cr(P,C} := \{(x,z}E[O.1]xS1\ P(x)=C(z) }\ ,

and for a graph G embedded on a surface S, and a closed curve D on S:

(37) mincr(G,D} .- min {cr(G,D}1 D - D, D does not intersect V(G}}.

~!~~!~g_~E_~_g£~E~'
An important tool in the study of intersections of curves with a

graph G embedded on a surface S is the graph G obtained by 'blowing up the
vertices in the embedding of G on S until they touch', i.e. until (faces
corresponding to) adjacent vertices touch each other. G can be defined
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more precisely as follows. As vertex set of G we take V(G) := E(G). With
each edge e = {v.w} of G we identify a point Pe on e (in the embedding on

v v vS) so that Pe# v.w. For each vertex v of G. let eO.e1 •..•.•ed_1 denote
the edges incident with v. in this cyclical order (with respect to the
embedding of G on S). Here d denotes the degree of v. Then P v and P ve

i
_1 ei

are connected in G by an edge the embedding on S of which is homotopic
with the path from P v

ei-1
(taking indices modulo d):

to P ve.
1

v valong ei_1 and ei via v. for i=1.2 •...•d

(38)

[Note that possibly P = P while i#j. as loops may occur.]ei ej
Clearly G is a 4-regular graph. and the faces of G with respect to

its embedding on S. correspond to vertices and faces of G. For v E V(G).
let disc(v) denote the face of G corresponding to v. We can use the term
disc as obviously such a face is simply-connected by definition of G. If
f and g are adjacent faces of G then one of them corresponds to a vertex
of G and the other corresponds to a face of G. [Notice that if each face
of G is simply-connected. then blowing up the dual graph G* of G also
yields G.] It is easy to show that for a closed curve D on 8 we have

(39) mincr(G.D) 2·min{ cr(G.D) I D - 0 }.

(80 here the minimum ranges over curves D possibly intersecting V(G).)
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SECTION 3 - PROOF OF THE REDUCTION THEOREM.

In this section we finally prove our main theorem.

Reduction Theorem: Let S be a compact sur/ace and Let G = (V(G).E(G» be

a graph embedded on S. Let C1 •...•Ck be pairwise disjoint closed curves
on S, each 0/ them simple and orientation preserving.

I/ there exists a closed curve D on S satis/ying

(40) (i)

(ii)
DfW(G) = ~ ;
cr(G.D) < L.mincr(C .•D).

1 1

then there exists one satis/ying the /urther /ollowing conditions

(41) (i)

(ii)
(iii)

D is simple ;
the intersection-sequence D 0/ D is simple or semi-simple ;

i/ e1.e2 are edges 0/ G. and f is a/ace 0/ G. so that part
D12 0/ D traverses f. going /rom e1 to e2• and part D21
traverses f. going /rom e2 to e1• as in :

t__D_:_1__ -=;:.-1=t
f e2

then e1• D12• e2 and D21 enclose a simply connected part 0/
f ace f.

Proof of the Reduction Theorem.
Clearly. we may assume that each Ci is non-null-homotopic.

The reduction theorem trivially holds if 8 is the 2-sphere or the
projective plane. since then each orientation preserving closed curve on S
is null-homotopic. Then k = 0 and no curve satisfies condition (40)(ii).
80 from now on we assume that:

(42) S is not equal to the 2-sphere or the projective plane.
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Now suppose there is a curve satisfying (40). Choose such a curve D. and
furthermore choose curves C.~ C .• so that each Ci is simple and

1 1

cr(Ci.cj)=O. for i~j.so that. in order of priority:

(43) (i) the number of distinct faces and edges traversed by D is
minimal;
cr(G,D) is minimal;
[.cr(C .•D) is minimal;
1 1

cr(D) is minimal.

(ii)
(iii)

(iv)

We can assume without loss of generality that no point on S is traversed
by D and the Ci more than twice. W.l.o.g. Ci = Ci.

The remainder of the proof shows that this choice of D (and the C.)
1

guarantees to find a closed curve satisfying the conditions (40) and (41).
We will first prove that D is simple. Next we show that D does not cross
too many faces too often. Then the order in which D crosses the vertices
and faces of G is more or less fixed. Ultimately. we show that if the
intersection-sequence D of D is not simple. then it overlaps with itself
only once. This settles the proof of the Reduction Theorem.

Let ~ denote the set of liftings of D to the universal covering surface
S'. and let ri denote the set of liftings of Ci to S'. Furthermore, let r
denote the union of the rio As D and the Ci are non-null-homotopic and as
S is not the projective plane, it follows from (25) that the liftings in ~
and r are infinite open curves on S' .

Claim 1. If 6EA crosses liftings 11,T2Ef consecutively. then the
intermediate part of 6 is simple.

Proof. Suppose 6(x) € T1[R], 6(y) € T2[R], for some x < y, so that for no
S with x < s < y, and for no rEf we have 6(s) € r[RJ. Then y-x S I, and
so if there exist ~1'~2 with x < SI < ~2 < y , so that 6(SI) = 6(S2)' then
it follows that D contains a null-homotopic subcurve (viz. one with

o
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Claim 2. Let b.fA and ~'l'~'2Er be such that b. crosses ~'l and ~'2
1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1.

consecutively, for i=l,2. Let li denote the line segment of bi
between its intersections with ~il and ~i2'
If rr(l1)¢rr(l2),then II and l2 cross at most once.

Proof. Suppose that II and l2 cross at least twice and we have:

(44)
:~ --11----,: x:: X :

Here * denotes the intersection of b. and ~ ..•
1. 1.J

Let xij(R be such that bi(xij) (~ij' i,j = 1,2 and b[xi1,xi2] = li'
for i = 1,2. Let ui#vi denote the pOints of intersection of II and l2'
i.e., let xi1< ui< vi< xi2' for i = 1,2, so that {b1(u1),b1(v1)} =
{b2(u2),b2(v2)}·

Now, if rrob1(x11) # rrob2(x21), then we can re-route D at points
rrob1(u1), rrob1(v1), rrob2(u2) and rrob1(v1), so that the intersection of
these line segments disappears:

b' V V1

(45)

[. , !\ !\
2

This would yield D' with cr(D') < cr(D), contradicting the minimality of D
(and the Ci) as formulated in (43)(iv).
[Remark: If rrob1(x11) = rrob2(x21), then re-routing is still possible if
intervals [ul-x11,vl-x11] and [u2-x21,v2-x21] do not overlap.] [J

Claim 3. No lifting b ( 6 crosses a lifting ~ ( r more than once.

Proof. Suppose there exist liftings bfA and ~([ crossing more than once.
By the disjointness of the liftings in r we may assume that b has two
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consecutive intersections with r both lying on some rEr. Let A denote the
area enclosed by part of r and part of b. cut off by r:

(46)

Area A is well defined as by claim 1 b has no intermediate self-
intersections. The liftings in A and r form the embedding on S' of an
infinite graph G'. The area A contains a finite number of faces of G'.
We choose b and r so that the number of faces enclosed by A is minimum.

Let b(u)=r(x) and b(v)=r(y) denote the corners of A. As b(u) and
b(v) are consecutive intersections of b with r it follows that lu-vl ~ 1.
As the Ci are orientation preserving we find that lu-vl < 1. Furthermore
by the minimality of A, each lifting b'EA entering A via r has to leave A
via b. Let n£flbe so that n-l < Ix-yl < n.

If each lifting b'EA entering A via b leaves A via r. then re-
routing the lifting r along the b-boundary of A yields the lifting of a
closed curve E - C~, with cr(E,O) < n·cr(C.,O). As cr(E) < =, our lemma

1 1

(29) applies. After deletion from E of all null-homotopic subcurves we
find a simple closed curve C' - C. with cr(C' ,0) < cr(C.,D), thus

1 1
contradicting the minimality of D and the C. formulated in (43)(iii).

1

Now suppose some lifting b'€A enters and leaves A via b[u,v]. Then,
by the previous claim, there exists a lifting r'Er with "Or' = "Or so that
we have:

b
r ======~==============~======

(47)

r'======~============~~=====
b'--~

Let x < u < v and x' < u' < v' be such that b(x)£r, b'(x')~' and
{b(u),b(v)} {b'(u'),b'(v')}. Then w.1.o.g. x=x ' and (u,v)n(u',v') #- 0
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(cf. the remark at the end of the proof of the previous claim). Let A'
denote the area enclosed by b' and y', then"noA = noA'. Using claim 1
once again, we may assume that b[u,v] and b'[u' ,v'] intersect only at
their common endpoints and that they enclose an area A" CAn A'. This
enables us to use the classical fixed-point theorem of Brouwer [1]. For
instance, let ~:C-4( denote the 1-1 transformation of the universal
covering surface S' onto itself with ~[A] = A'. By the 'uniqueness' of
the universal covering surface ~ has no fixed point. Furthermore let
<I>:A'~A" be a continuous map with <I>(x)=x,for xE:A", and <I>(x)E:b[u,v],for
xf/.A". Then the composition <l>o~:A~A" should have a fixed point, by
Brouwer's theorem. This may lead to a contradiction.

Applying this technique we find first that the intervals (u,v) and
(u',v') are not nested. A second application shows that b(u)=b'(u') and
b(v)=b'(v'), and that we may assume that u' < u < v' < v. Assuming that,
under minimality of A and of A", u was chosen to be minimal, we finally
arrive at a contradiction, showing that (47) does not occur. This settles
the proof of our claim. 0

Remark. This intermediate result is quite useful. It follows from lemma
(31) that cr(Ci,D) = mincr(Ci,D) , for all i. In the remainder of the
proof, this fact is exploited to 'break down' D as much as possible.

Claim 4. Each bE:Ais simple.

Proof. Suppose bE:Aand x < yare such that 6(x) = 6(y). A lifting yEr

crossing 6[x,y] has to intersect b at least twice. As this is impossible
by the previous claim, we have that y-x < 1 and we can split off a null-
homotopic subcurve (with image nob[x,y] on S) from D, thus contradicting
the minimality of D w.r.t. condition (43) (iv). 0

Claim 5. D is simple.

Proof. By the previous claims we know that any lifting b of D to S'
passes from one lifting yEr to another. By the disjointness of the Ci
this means that each bE:Acrosses each yEr at most once. Hence cr(Ci,D)
mincr(Ci,D) for all i (by lemma (31». If D has a self-intersection in
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point P, there are two ways of re-routing D in this point p, Working out
an idea of Lovasz and Seymour we show that at least one of these ways of
uncrossing D in point P yields
of intersections with the Ci.
crossing of distinct liftings °

again a configuration with a minimum number
Actually, we show in the following, that a

and 0' of D to S' can be removed under
preservation of the property of 'jumping' from one lifting ~£r to another.

Suppose liftings °1,°2 of D cross in a point 0l(x) = 02(Y) = p, say.
Without loss of generality D = D1,D2, with D1(l)=rr(p), D1[Sl] =
noo1[x,x+!] and D2[Sl] = rro02[y,y+!). Let ~i1'~i2 denote liftings in r
crossed by b. just before, respectively just after traversing point p.

1-
W.l.o.g., L.cr(C.,D1) > O. We distinguish two cases.

J J

Case 1: Ljcr(Cj,Di) > 0, for i=l,2.
Let xij € R be so that bi(xij)~ij' for i=l,2, j=l,2. Then

obviously rroo1[x11,x12) and rro02[x21,x22] are distinct subpaths of D. If
~11= ~21 or ~12= ~22' then ~11~ ~22 and ~12~ ~21' so the liftings of the
curves D1 and D2 ' arising when

(48)
D

corresponding to:

is replaced by

(49) corresponding to:
oo

again pass from one lifting in r to another. Hence at least one of them
yields an example smaller than D in the sense of (43)(i).
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If on the other hand Y11~ Y21 and Y12~ Y22, then changing D, so as
to obtain a curve with liftings passing from Y21 to ~11 or from Y22 to ~12
as in:

(50) corresponding to:

-1yields a curve 01,(02) that is a smaller example in the sense of
(43) (iv).

Case 2: L .cr(C.,01) > 0 = L.cr(C. ,02).
J J J J

We are in the following situation:

(51)

If Y21~ Y12, then 01 provides an example smaller than D.
If Y21= ~12' then D1,(02)-1 is easily seen to contradict the

minimality of 0, as in both cases:

~21 0" 0- Y122 2
0' D' DA1 2 1
(a) D" )'"12D- )'"21

1 1

)'"210" Y212 D-1
0' 0' OA1 2 1

) D" )'"12D- Y12
1 2

(52) and (b

-1the lifting of 01, (D2) passing along D2 'jumps' from one lifting )'"Er to
another (since )'"12=)'"11~~12= ~21)·

The reasoning above shows that distinct liftings of D cannot cross.
By the previous claim a lifting cannot cross itself. This settles our
claim that cr(D) = O. 0
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Next we show that D does not traverse a face of G too often. We study a
face f of G that is traversed by D more than once, and we find
restrictions on the way the curve D may traverse such a face.

For convenience, we first introduce a short-hand notation for a frequently
appearing sum of crossing numbers. For a fixed choice of the curves Ci,
and for any path, curve or graph X, embedded on S the C-crossing number
CC(.} is defined by:

Claim 6. Let A be a simple path inside a face f of G, with end points on
distinct components of D[Sl]nf, and such that it has no other
intersections with D.
Then each lifting A' of A to S' has its end points on distinct
liftings of D.

Proof. Let A' denote a lifting of A to S', intersecting liftings bED at
A' (O) and A'(l). As b does not cross itself we have:

(54) ( .'. tA'*
-+-'l ::-----:

Let x < y be such that b(X)=A'(O) and b(y)=A'(l}. Notice that rrob(x)
rroA'(O)~ rroA'(l} = rrob(y). So if y-x ~ 1, then y-x < 1 and D can be
short-cut, by passing along A:

(55)

thus contradicting the minimality of D w.r.t. conditions (43)(i}-(ii).
If y-x ~ 2, then y-x > 2 and we have a lifting A" of A, with A"(O}

b(x+2}. This leads to a contradiction as distinct liftings of A are
disjoint, as liftings of D do not cross themselves and as a lifting of D
does not cross the interior of any lifting of A:
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(56)
~+2 ~

A"::: A' A'!· t[, )
::;

X x+2

These arguments apply also to x+1 in case 0 is orientation-
preserving. On the other hand, if 0 is orientation-reversing, and we have
that x < y-1 < x+1 < y, then the following situation ruay occur:

(57)
x

Without loss of generality, 0 decomposes into path(D) = PIQ , with P[O,1]
= rro['[x,y-1]and Q[O,1] = rro['[y-1,x+1]. Under the assumption that the Ci
are chosen so that CC(A) is minimal, it follows that the curve 0', defined
by path(O') = A,Q has liftings to S' 'jumping' from one rEr to another,
hence 0' is an example contradicting the minimality of O. o

Claim 7. Let A be a simple path inside a face f of G, with end points on
0[S1]' and such that it has no other intersections with O.
Then with respect to the orientation of A, 0 intersects A once
from left to right and once from right to left.

Proof. Suppose 0 hits A twice from the left:

) .:.
(58) i A

and assume that the Ci are chosen in such a way that (43) holds, and that
under this condition CC(A) is minimal. Consider a lifting A' of A:

(59)

Here [,0'[,1denote distinct liftings of 0 intersecting A' in A'(O) and
A'(1), respectively. As A and the Ci are simple, and as no lifting [,ED
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crosses a lifting ~Er more than once, it follows from the minimality of
CC(A) that no lifting ~'Er crosses Xt more than once. To see this,
suppose to the contrary there is a curve Ci, the lifting ~t of which
crosses At at least twice. Consider a minimal example, i.e., one with X'
and ~t enclosing a minimum number of faces of the infinite graph obtained
by lifting X and the Ci to S'. Let ~'(x)=Xt(u) and ~'(y)=Xt(v) denote the
intersection pOints of X' and ~t. Without loss of generality we have x <
y and the situation is as follows:

(60)

Obviously y-x < 1, so the curve can be re-routed decreasing CC(X):

(61) I
a contradiction.

Let ~i1 and ~i2 denote the liftings in r crossing bi just before and
just after traversing the endpoint X'(i), for i=O,l:

~12
i

(62)
~Ol ~02

Without loss of generality, let D be decomposed into path(D) = PO,P1, with
Pi(O) = A(i), for i=O,l.

If for both i=O,l we have CC(Pi) > 0, then we know by the minimality
of CC(A) that none of the liftings Yij, i=l,O, j=l,2, cross the lifted
path At. To see this, suppose that ~01 crosses At. So we have:
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(63)

In this case we can re-route the simple closed curve with image rroT01[R]
so that the resulting curve is again simple and disjoi lt from the other
Ci, while it has the same number of intersections with D and so that CC(A)
decreases by one:

(64)

Therefore none of T11,T12,T01,T02 intersect
least one of the curves Di' defined by path(D1):=
yields an example smaller than D.

If we have CC(P1) = 0 (hence CC(PO) > 0), then by arguments similar
to the above, none of T11 and T02 cross A'. Now it follows that DO
defined above is an example smaller than D. 0

A'. It follows that at
-1AIP1, path(DO):= A IPO'

Claim 8. Let A denote a simple path inside a face f of G, intersecting D
only in A(O), A(!) and A(1) at distinct components 11,12,13 of
D n f. Then l2 does not separate A[O,!] from A[i,1].

Proof. Let A be decomposed into A = A1,A2. Assume that the Ci are chosen
in such a way that (43) holds, and that under this condition CC(A) is
minimum. Consider liftings in D and r and some lifting A' of A:

j~j
b1

A' ~li
bi
bO

(65)

where b. denotes the lifting of D intersecting A' in A'(i), for i = O,i,l.
l.

It follows from the previous claims, that these liftings of D are distinct
and that they hit A' alternatingly from the left and from the right.
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It is easily verified, using the same arguments as in the proof of
the previous claim, that there is no lifting yEr crossing A'[O,i] or
A'[t,l] more than once. Now suppose that we have:

(66)

If y-x < 1 we can re-route y (and hence the corresponding Ci) along A',
thus decreasing CC(A). If y-x > 1, we consider a lifting Altof A with
A"{O) = y'{x+l}. As the Ci are orientation-preserving we find ourselves
in the following situation:

(67)

So Alt should intersect A', a contradiction. Hence (66) does not occur,
and therefore we know that

(68) no lifting yEr intersects A' more than once.

We may assume without loss of generality, that the liftings of Dare
directed as in

Yll II ~lL II Y12

~

;::

Yi2 H H YU corresponding to ~~~(69) }
Y01 8 H Y02

Here
just

Y'l and Y'2 denote the liftings in r crossed by the lifting b,
1 1 1

before and just after traversing A'(i), for i=O,i,l.
Without loss of generality let D be decomposed into path(D)

of D

O,i,l, We now show:
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(70) (i) If CC{P1) > 0, then ~01 does not intersect )..t.,
(ii) If CC(PO) > 0, then ~02 does not intersect )..t;

(iii) If CC{Pi) > 0, then ~11 does not intersect Xt;
(iv) If CC{P1) > 0, then ~12 does not intersect Xt .

By symmetry it suffices to prove (70)(i). By the arguments used in the
proof of the previous claim, it follows easily that if the simple closed
curve with lifting ~01 crosses the path P1, then ~01 cannot cross X'[O,iJ.
Furthermore, ~01 cannot cross )..'[i,lJ. For suppose we have ~Ol{x) E 60
and ~Ol{Y) E )..'[i,l],and we are in the following situation:

(71)

Then it is easy to see that y-x < 1, so the curve with lifting ~01 can be
re-routed along X, thus decreasing CC{)"):

(72)

Analogous results hold for "O~02 crossing Po "O~ll crossing P1 and
"O~12 crossing Pl' This shows (70).

We next show:

(73) (i) If CC{Po)
(ii) If CC(P1)

o and CC{P1) > 0, then ~02 does not intersect Xt;
o and CC(PO) > 0, then ~11 does not intersect X' .

By symmetry it suffices to show (73)(i). Suppose that we have that
"(~02n60) is on Pi' Then first we claim that ~02 does not cross X'[O,i].

To see this, suppose that we have x<y, with ~02(x) E 60 and ~02(Y) E
X'[O,l], and we are in situation
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).'

yl
li1

(74 )
lii

)'"02 )." .::

X~~;! liO

Here A" denotes a lifting of A, with )."(i) e:: liO' It is obvi.ous that
)'"02[x,y]crosses )'''and that y-x < 1, so the curve with lifting ~02 can be
re-routed along D :

(75)

hereby decreasing CC().). So )'"02does not cross ).'[0,1].
Second, we claim that )'"02does not cross ).'[i,l]. For suppose we

have:

(76)

Here )'"02(z)denotes the intersection of ~02 and lil. If y-x > 1, then it
follows that z = x+1 (since )'"02(x,y)can intersect no other liED than lit'
and since ~02 has an intersection with some li€D at z=x+1). This, however,
is impoSSible, as liO and lil go in opposite directions, and the Ci are
orientation-preserving. Hence y-x < 1.

If )'''crosses )'"02[x,y],then the curve with lifting )'02 can be re-
routed as in:

(77)
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contradicting the minimality of CC(X).
If X" does not cross ~02[x,y], then one of the end points of X" is

It follows that X"nbi = {X"(O)}. Hence the closed curve 0' on S defined
by path(O') = PO#X~l has the property that (0,)2 is null-homotopic. As 8

is not the projective plane we know, by (25), that 0' itself is null-
homotopic. This however contradicts the minimality of 0, since it means
that 0 may be short-cut by replacing part Po of 0 by Xl' 80 Y02 does not
cross X'[i,l]. This finishes the proof of (73).

Taking together the intermediate results (68), (70) and (73), we
get:

(79) (i)

(ii)

(iii)

no lifting rEr intersects X' more than once;
if CC(PO,Pi) > 0, then Y02 and Y11 do not cross X';
if CC(P1) > 0, then r01 and r12 do not cross X'.

It follows that at least one of the curves 00,D1 defined by

(80)

yields an example contradicting the minimality of D, as formulated in
(43) (i)-(ii). o

The previous claim asserts that distinct components ll,l2,l3 of Onf cannot
be lined up one after the other. However, the li may have other relative
positions. The next claim deals with this case.

Claim 9. Each face f of G is traversed by D at most twice.
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Proof. Suppose f is a face of G so that D n f has more than two
components. Let A denote a simple path inside face f, intersecting D only
in A(O). A(i) and A(l) at distinct components !1'!2'!3 of D n f. By the
previous claim we know that !2 does not separate A[O,i] from A[i.l]. It
is obvious that we can construct a V-shaped connection Y between the
points A(i). That is, there exists a point p on S, and there exist simple
and pairwise internally disjoint paths ~i on S with ~i(O) = p and ~i(l) =
A(i), for i = O,i,l. We have, without loss of generality:

(81) Y

We consider liftings yl, ~O'~i'
Assume that the C. are chosen so

].

Y has a minimum number of crossings with the Ci (CC(Y) is minimum).
Without loss of generality, let D be decomposed into:

~i of Y, ~O' ~i and ~l respectively.
that under the minimality condition (43)

(82) path(D)

with Pi(O) = ~i(l), for i = O.i,l. Let bi€D denote the lifting of D
crossing Y' at ~:(l). By claim 6 the b. are distinct and, by claim 7,

]. ].

they have the same orientation seen from the point of view of pOint p. We
have:

(83) (a) : or (b):

Let ~'l'~'2€r denote the liftings crossed by b. just before and just after
]. ]. ].

traversing ~i(l). We have to distinguish several cases taking into
account whether CC(Pi) is equal to zero or not, for i = O.i.l. By
symmetry we can restrict ourselves to 6 cases:
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o I ""'y}i" i 1

{a).2 II ~: ~ i

o ~ \t,\:",,),,/ II 1

(b).2 :::
-0 :~

(84)

o i "~''Y)/'i 1

{a).l :.:

II ~ II i

o II (.:::::\!,,::::::::)!:::: ..( II 1

~

(b) .1
(b:.3

1 ""l/ # 1
~~~ i

In this scheme the lifting P' of a path P. has been marked with * if
1

CC{Pi) > 0, and with -0- otherwise.
If there are ties, case {b).2 is preferred to case (b).3. By

minimality of CC{Y) we know that there is no lifting ~ crossing Y' more
than once. Furthermore no lifting rij marked with * in our scheme crosses
~i (as is proved using the arguments of claim 7).

Suppose the following occurs:

(85)

where * has the same meaning as in the scheme above. Then the number
CC{Y) is decreased by re-routing the closed curve with lifting r along the
other 'legs' of Y:

(86)

This shows:
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(87) situation (85) does not occur.

We now consider the six cases (84).

Case (a).I. CC(Pi) # a, for i = a,i,l. By (87) we have that ~al# ~12'
Furthermore ~01 does not cross ~6 or ~i and the same holds for ~12' As
there is no lifting ~£r crossing the path (~o)-I'~i twice, it is clear
that passing along (~6)-1'~i ' going from ~01 to ~12 no lifting in r is
crossed twice. So the lifting of the curve Da given by path(Da)

-1= ~o #~1'P1 passes from one ~ to another, hence Limincr(Ci,Da)
Licr(Ci,DO)' Analogous results hold for the pair ~i1'~02 and for ~11,ri2'
It follows directly that one of the curves Di defined by:

(88) path(DO)
path(Di)

path(DI)

is an example contradicting the minimality of D, as LiLjmincr(Cj,Di)
L1..LJ.cr(CJ.,D1.')> L.cr(C.,D) = L.mincr(C.,D) > cr(G,D) = L.cr(G,D.).-J J J J 1. 1.

Case (a).2. CC(Pi) = a, only for i=a. We find that one of the curves
Da,D1 defined in (88) is smaller than D.

Case (a).3. CC(Pi)
smaller than D.

a. We find that Di defined in (88) is

Case (b).I. CC(Pi) # 0, for i = a,i,l.
that rOI and ri2 are distinct and do not
results for ri1,r12 and for ~11.ra2' It
Di' defined by:

(89) path(D6)
path(Di)
path(Di)

In analogy to case (a).1 we find
cross (~6)-I'~i. with similar
follows that one of the curves
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forms an example smaller than 0, as we have E.E.mincr(C.,D!)
]. J J l.

E.E.cr(C.,D!) > 2·E.cr(C.,D) = 2·Ejmincr(C.,D) > 2'cr(G,D) = El..cr(G,D].!).]. J J]. - J J J

Case (b).2. CC(Pi) = 0,
these liftings cross the
example smaller than D.

only for i=O. Again T01~Ti2 and neither of
-1path (~O) '~i' Hence DO defined in (89) is an

Case (b).3. CC(Pi) = CC(P1) = O. We find that CC(PO) = Ejcr(D,Cj) >
cr(G,D) ~ 3. By preference of (b).2 to (b).3 it follows that liftings ~02
and ~tl do not cross ~O or ~i (since if, say, ~02 would cross ~i' then
shifting ~02 'over' ~O would create an instance of case (b).2). Hence, if
~02~ ~tl' then the curve D" defined by:

(90) -1path(D") = PO'~i I~O

is an example smaller than D.
So we may assume 102= ~11' We now claim that one of Di and Di'

defined in (89) yields an example smaller than D. For suppose that both
Di and Di have liftings crossing some lifting in r more than once. We

-1 -1will now exploit the fact that none of the paths ~1 '~1'P1' ~O '~l'Pl and
~~l'~l#Pt/Pl are null-homotopic (by minimality of D).

If 1 = 102 = 111 is a lifting of say C1' then the part of 1 between
its intersections with P1 corresponds with part Ci of C1. Let Ci :=
C1\Ci. As any lifting of Di crosses some lifting in r more than once, we
know that ~!l'~l#Pl is homotopic with Ci or Ci. (Using the simplicity of
Di·) Similarly we find that Pt,~~l,~O is homotopic with Ci or Ci. As
-1 -1~O #~t/P1'Pl is non-null-homotopic, we may assume ~1 '~l/Pl - Ci' But

then it follows that ~l'~l'Pl is null-homotopic, a contradiction. This
settles the last of the six cases, thereby concluding the proof of our
claim. o

Next we study the order in which 0 may traverse faces of G for a
second time. It turns out that this order is quite restricted.

Claim 10. If 0 traverses distinct faces f,g of G twice, then the
intersection-sequence D of 0 cannot contain f and g in
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alternating (cyclic) order, i.e., 0 does not look like:
( .. ,f,··· ,g ..... ,f,··· ,g,"').

Proof. Suppose D traverses faces f and g in alternating cyclic order.
Let l1 and l3 denote the components of Dnf and let l2 and l4 denote the
components of Dng, so that D contains sub-paths l1,l2,l3,l4 (in this
cyclic order). Let X denote a simple path inside face f with endpoints on
l1 and l3' and with no other intersections with D. Let ~ denote the
analogous path inside face g. We have without loss of generality:

l3 f l2(91) ,0. ~f: X ~ g: V.:::
l1 )

::: l4)

Let D decompose into path(D) = P1,P2,P3'P4, with P1(O)=X(O), P2(O)=v.(O),
P3(O)=X(1), P4(O)=v.(1). Assume that the Ci are chosen so that under
condition (43) the number of intersections of A and ~ with the C. is~
minimal. We prove that at least one of the curves D1,D2 defined by

(92) path(D1 )

yields an example contradicting the minimality of D. To see this, we will
show below:

(93) (i) > Lj(cr(P1,Cj)+cr(P3,Cj» ;

Lj(cr(P2,Cj)+cr(P4,Cj» .(if) >

Having shown this, it follows that

(94) r.mincr(D1,C.) + L.mincr(D2,C.) =
J J J J

-1 -1 -1Ljmincr(P1,v.tP3 IX ,Cj} + Ljmincr(P2 'J!.IP4,X,Cj} ~
Lj(cr(P1,Cj}+cr(P3,Cj}} + Lj(cr(p2,cj}+cr(P4'cj}) = Ljcr(D,Cj) >
Ljmincr(D,Cj} > cr(G,O) = cr(G,01} + cr(G,02)'

This proves our claim, since 01 and 02 are obviously 'smaller' than O.
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We now show (93). By symmetry it suffices to prove (93)(i).
In case both CC(P1) and CC(P3) are positive, we can use the

arguments of the previous claims to show that each lifting of D1 to S'
passes from one lifting ~£r to another, which settles the proof.

Assuming that 0 = CC(P1) < CC(P3), we consider a lifting Pi of P1 to
S' and liftings X' and ~' of X and~, with X'(O):Pi(O) and ~I(O)=Pi(1).
Let P3 and P3 denote liftings of P3 so that we have :

(95) ~:.:.:.:~:.:.:.:;---~) ----<:.:.:.: ...:.:.:.:---f-

pI A' P' ~' P"313

Let ~3A denote the lifting in r crossing P3 in P3(u) with u minimal, and
let ~3~ € r cross P3 in P3(v) with v maximal. Using the facts that the
curves C. are simple and disjoint, that D is simple, and that no pair of

J
liftings b€D, ~€r has more than one intersection, it easily follows that

We leave this to the reader. We show:

(96) ~3~ does not cross A'.

To see this, suppose to the contrary that ~3~ does cross A', so we have:

P"
3

(97) ~' ~P"2 X' .~ ..•P:3 .'. . ~...... P4 i ·······...···~~P~ij--II-

Here Pi and Pi denote liftings of Pi' for i=1,2,3,4. It is easily
verified given the position of ~3~ and the fact that ~3~ does not
intersect the lifting in D containing Pi more than once, that Pi, Pi, P4
and Pijcannot be positioned otherwise. Let x,y be such that ~3~(x)€P3 and
~3~(Y)€X'. Without loss of generality x < y. It is clear that part
~3~[(x,y)] of ~3~ is crossed by a lifting of D only once, say in ~3~(z).
Hence y-x < 2.

By minimality of CC(Xu~) we know that no lifting ~ crosses both X'
and ~'. So if y-x < 1, then the curve with lifting ~3~ can be re-routed

of intersections [.cr(D,C.),
J J

On the other hand the
along part of D1, not increasing the number
while decreasing CC(Xu~), a contradiction.
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assumption that 1 ~ y-x ~ 2 leads to z = x+l. which is contradicted by the
fact that the e. are orientation-preserving. This proves (96).

JFor reasons of symmetry it follows directly that we also have that
13A does not cross ~'. So we have that for each lifting
each x€R. the number of liftings T€r that cross b once.
b([x.x+l». is not less than r.cr(P3'C,),

J J

b of D1• and for
intersecting b on

o

Claim 11. Let D traverse distinct faces f and g of G twice. and let P and
Q denote distinct subpaths of D with intersection-sequences P
and Q. respectively. so that the intersection-sequence D of D
contains P and Q as subsequences:

D (··.f,···.g.···.g.···.f.··).
L-v----'

P Q
Then P

Proof. Without loss of generality. let D decompose into path(D)= P,A,QlB.
where A is a simple path with both end points in face f. and B is a simple
path with both end points in face g. Let A (~) denotes a simple path from
A(l) to A(O) (from B(I) to B(O». totally inside face f (inside face g).
By minimality of D we know that the paths AlA and BI~ are non-null-
homotopic. We show that. assuming that the Ci are chosen so that under
minimality of D. CC(AU~) is minimum. at least one of the closed curves Dl
and D2 defined by:

(98) path(D1)
path(D2)

- - -1is an example contradicting the minimality of D. unless P = (Q) . We
will actually show the last inequality in: cr(G,D1) + cr(G.D2) =
2·cr(G.D) < 2·r.mincr(Ci,D) < r.mincr(C .•D1) + r.mincr(Ci.D2)· Note that

-1 1. - 1. 1. 1.
if P ~ (Q) • then each of D1,D2 is •smaller' than D in the sense of
(43)(i). Without loss of generality we take CC(P) ~ CC(Q). In our proof
we distinguish three cases referring to whether Ce(p) and/or CC(Q) are
zero or not.
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Case 1. CC(Q) > CC(P) > O. We claim that both 01 and 02 have liftings
passing from one rEr to another. To see this consider for instance part

-1PIAIAIP of 01'
In case CC(A) > O. consider lifting At of At liftings At and Aftof

At lifting pt of p. and ~.~.r ( r so that we have:

At
(99)

Aft

By the minimality of CC(AUM) we have that no lifting r'Er crosses A'
twice. that ~ ~ r. and that none of ~ and r cross A'. This proves that

-1 -1going along p'. (A') and (A") • one passes from one lifting r'Er to
another.

On the other hand. if CC(A) O. then consider liftings P' of p.
At.Aft of A. At of A. Q' of Q. ~.~ (r as in:

At
Att

~II pt
(lOO)

Aft ) ~II Qt

-1Now ~ = ~. since otherwise the curve along P,A #QIB forms an example
contradicting the minimality of 0. It follows that. if pt and pftare
liftings of p. A' and Aftare liftings of X and At and A" are liftings of
A. and we are in the following situation:

At

x·1
pt

(lOl) pft mXft
.:. Aft Qt

ex' ~~~ ~t

then liftings ex'.W ( r crossing P" and pt. respectively. are necessarily
distinct. [Here ~ denotes the meeting point of part of a lifting
b£D and part of a lifting of X with one end point on b. stressing the fact
that we cannot tell on which side of b Xftis situated.] Hence the part of
the lifting of D1 going along P", A", Xt and (pt)-l passes from one r£r to
another {regardless to whether the curve along A,X flips its orientation
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-1or not). Similar results hold fold for part P I~BIP of 01, and for
parts Q-1,)"tAIQ and OtB'~Q-1 of O2,

Case 2. CC{P) = 0, CC{Q) = O. W.I.o.g. CC{B) > O. We distinguish
subcases taking into account whether CC{A) is zero or not.

Subcase 2.1. CC{A) = O. We consider liftings B' ,B" of B, P' of P, Q' of
Q, ~' of ~ and liftings a,~ ( r closest to ~' as in:

P' Ib- B":.:

(102) ~'t
~Q' B'

then a = ~ (since if a # ~ then the curve along B,~ yields an example
contradicting the minimality of 0).

Next consider liftings [,1'[,2( 0 traversing the end points of a
lifting ),,"of )" so that we have:

C(~
.:.~' P' /,' A' Q' :;:J..l" r B"

(lO3) B' ~;~) ::: )

)""t
) ::: ) [,1

~~ ~J ~ ::i ~~~ .:. tBt A"~ r= :'j ( b2Q" .:. :::
"

B")" " ... ~

Here B' ,B",B" ,B- denote liftings of B etc .. For liftings C(,~,"1",£ ( r we
know that a#£ and ~#"1" as each lifting of 0 crosses each lifting in r at
most once. Furthermore we claim that neither "1"nor £ crosses ),,".

To see this, suppose for instance that y crosses ),,". Let "1"(X)(b2
and "1"(Y)€>..". Then it is easily seen that Iy-xl < 1. If~" is situated as
in:

(104)
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then re-routing the curve with lifting ~ along part of X and part of D
decreases Licr(D,Ci) or CC(Xu~). If~' is situated on the other side of
&2' then we have:

'.'.'.

(105) A"

In this case CC(Xu~) is decreased by re-routing ~ (and the corresponding
closed curve Ci) along X",P" and ).1.:.

Finally we have ~=€, since otherwise the curve D* defined by
path(D*) = Q/B/P#X-1 would yield an example contradicting the minimality
of D.

As ~=€, and as no lifting~' in r intersects X" more than once, it
follows directly that neither Q( nor f3 can cross X". Hence both Dl and D2
have liftings passing from one lifting ~'Er to another.

Subcase 2.2. CC(A) > O. Considering liftings X" of X, ~' of ~ and
liftings Q(,f3,~,€ Eras in:

~
~' f' P" ~B"X< and ~'! ~(106)

~
AU t: ::; I~B'Q' Q"

€

We have Q(=f3 or ~=€, since otherwise the curve along A/X or the curve along
B/~ forms an example contradicting the minimality of D. So we may assume
that ~=€. With arguments similar to those used in subcase 2.1 it follows
that both curves D1,D2 have liftings passing from one lifting ~'Er to
another.

Case 3. CC(P) = 0, CC(Q) > O. Consider a lifting ~' of ~ and liftings
Q(,f3,~ E r closest to ~'. We have:
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(107)

_Q-=-' ~_O:-II--+-B"""---"··:·:·:"'~:;:~

P'
A'

Q.

Lifting 0: crosses Q' or B'. lifting /3 crosses Qttand lifting "1" crosses A'
or Q'. We have 0:#/3. Since. otherwise the curve along B#~ or the curve
along Q#~-l#P#A forms an example contradicting the minimality of O.

By the minimality of CC(AU~}. we know that /3 does not cross ~'.
We claim that lifting 0: does not cross ~'. For suppose 0: crosses ~' .

Then. by minimality of CC(AU~}. 0: does not cross B'. Again the curve
going along QI~-l'PIA forms an example contradicting the minimality of o.

So we may conclude that each lifting of the path Q#BI~Q-l passes
from one lifting "1"'€r to another. The same result holds for Q-l'AIAlQ

- - -1It follows that if P # (Q) • then O2 is an example contradicting the
minimality of o. This settles the final case in the proof of our claim.

e

This last claim completes the proof of the reduction theorem. eee
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SECTION 4 - APPLICATIONS OF THE REDUCTION THEOREM

In this section we show that theorems 3 and 5 are indeed corollaries
of our reduction theorem. We repeat:

Theorem 3· Let G = (V.E) be a graph embedded on a compact orientable
surface S. Let C1·····Ck be pairwise disjoint and simple closed curves
on S. If there exists a closed curve D on S not intersecting V for
which:

(lOB)
k
L mincr{Ci,D) > cr(G.D) •

i=l

then there exists one satisfying moreover the 'simplicity conditions' (2).

Proof. Immediate. as the curves Ci are necessarily orientation
preserving. o
Next we prove:

Theorem 5. Let S be a compact surface. Let G = (V(G).E{G» be a graph
embedded on S. Let Cl •...•Ck:Sl~S be simple pairwise disjoint closed
curves on S. each of them non-null-homotopic. If there exists a closed

curve D:Sl~' with the property that

(l09)

then there exists one satisfying the following further conditions:

(llO) (i)
(ii)

(iii)
(iv)

D intersects G only in V{G)
D has no self-crossings ;
the intersection-sequence D of D is simple or semi-simple
if v1.v2 are vertices of O. and f is a face of O. 80 that
part D12 of D traverses f. going from v1 to v2• and part

-1D21 traverses f. going from v2 to v1, then D12 - (D21)
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Proof.
The theorem trivially holds if S is equal to the 2-sphere, since

then each closed curve is null-homotopic, so k = O.
In case S is the projective plane, it is again easy to see that the

theorem holds. In this case any two non-null-homotopic closed curves
intersect, hence k < 1. Therefore a closed curve D satisfying (111)
necessarily has cr(G,D) = 0 and mincr(C1,D) = 1. We claim that we may
assume that D is simple. To see this, first note that we may assume from
the tameness of the surface that cr(D) < =. Next, it is obvious that any
split of D into Do~ = D1/D2 yields a non-null-homotopic closed curve D1 or
D2 with cr(Di) < cr(D), cr(G,Di) = 0 and mincr(C1,Di) 1. Repeating this
we obtain a curve with the required properties.

So from now on. let S and G be fixed. where S is a compact surface.
not equal to the 2-sphere or the projective plane. and G (V(G).E(G» is
a graph embedded on S. G is identified with its embedding on S. Let
C1 •...•Ck:S1~S be closed curves on S. pairwise disjoint, each of them
simple and non-null-homotopic.

Now suppose there is a closed curve D:S1~S satisfying

(111)

Claim 1. We may assume that D is not homotopic to C~ for some i and some
].

q€Z.

Proof of Claim 1. Suppose D - C~ for some i,q.
].

mincr(C.,C.q) = 0, if j~i, and ~ 1, if j=i. So cr(G,D) =
J l.

D and Ci are orientation reversing. By lemma (30) we can split off from D
a simple curve D' - Ci with cr(G,D') = O. Thus (110) is satified.

Then mincr(C.,D) =
J

0, q is odd, and

[J

This implies:

Claim 2. We may assume:

(112) 2mincr(Ci,D) 2·mincr(Ci,D).
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Proof of Claim 2. To see that we can do this. observe that if C - C. and
10- D attain cr(C.D) = mincr(C .•D). with C simple. then each lifting b of

1o to S' intersects each lifting r of C to S' at most once. Then a small
enough perturbation of C~ yields a curve C· - C~ such that each lifting 6"

1 1

of 0 to S' intersects each lifting rIO of C· to S' at most once. As a
2 - - _result mincr(Ci.D) = cr(C·.D) = 2·cr(C.D) = 2·mincr(Ci.D). o

Define G to be the graph resulting from 'blowing up the vertices of G on S
until they touch'. G is described in section 2. Let ~:S\V(G)~ denote a
continuous transformation. so that ~(disc(v» = v. for each vertex v of G.
and so that ~(f') = f. and ~ restricted to f' is a homeomorphism. for each
face f' of G corresponding to face f of G.

We have. without loss of generality:

(113) D does not intersect V(G) and cr(G.D) 2·cr(G.D) .

We now introduce a new set of simple and pairwise disjoint closed
curves Ci •• for i' = 1.2 •...•k·. by •duplication' of the Ci. This is done
as follows: if Ci is orientation-preserving. then Cit and Ci" arise from
Ci by •drawing' two simple and pairwise disjoint curves 'close to' Ci• one
to the left and one to the right of Ci. If Ci is orientation-reversing.
then one curve Cit arises by drawing a simple closed curve close to Ci•
gOing around twice along Ci. The resulting curves Ci are orientation-
preserving and we have:

(114 )

as cr(G.D) = 2·cr(G.D) < 2·Limincr(Ci.D) = Li.mincr(Ci ••D). Application
of the reduction theorem now implies the existence of a curve D not
passing V(G) and satisfying cr(G.D) < Li.mincr(Ci ••D). and satisfying the
additional conditions (110) (with respect to graph G and curves C!). It

1
is easily seen that the image of ~(D) contains as a subset the image of a
curve satisfying required conditions. DOD
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SAMENVATI'ING.

Nieuwe Technieken in de Meetkundige en Discrete Optimalisering

Oit proefschrift is een collectie van zeven artikelen over problemen van
meetkundig en discreet karakter. Behandeld worden vragen die opduiken bij
de bestudering van problemen in de combinatorische optimalisering, de
geheeltallige programme ring en de discrete meetkunde. In de onderhavige
artikelen ligt de nadruk vooral op het scherp schatten van {boven)grenzen
en het maximaal afzwakken (ook weI 'uitdunnen' genoemd) van bepaalde
nodige en voldoende voo~Naarden.

Vier van de artikelen (nummers 1,2,4 en 6) zijn reeds verschenen in
wetenschappelijke tijdschriften en twee (nummers 3 en 5) zijn geaccepteerd
voor publicatie. Het laatste en meest recente artikel is nog niet ter
publicatie aangeboden.

Het eerste artikel, 'On fractional multicommodity flows and distance
functions', is een gezamenlijk werk met A. Schrijver en E. Tardos. Hierin
worden enkele resultaten besproken die betrekking hebben op voorwaarden
voor het bestaan van (geheeltallige) multicommodity flows in planaire
grafen. Onder meer wordt onderzocht onder welke condities het bestaan van
een fraktionele oplossing van het probleem de existentie van een
geheeltallige oplossing impliceert.

Het tweede artikel, 'On the size of systems of sets every t of which
have an SDR, with an application to the worst-case ratio of heuristics for
packing problems', is opnieuw gezamenlijk werk met A. Schrijver.

In dit werk geven we scherpe grenzen voor de relatieve grootte van een
collectie verzamelingen met de eigenschap dat elk element in hooguit k
verzamelingen v: L'komt en dat elk t-tal verzamelingen een zogenaamd
'systeem van onderscheiden representanten' heeft (~ystem of Qistinct
Eepresentatives). In het bewijs dat de grenzen scherp zijn maken we
gebruik van resultaten uit de extremale grafentheorie.
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Het puur combinatorische resultaat is toe te passen bij het afschatten
van het zogenaamde 'worst-case' gedrag van bepaalde heuristieken voor het
vinden van een maximale deelcollectie paarsgewijs disjunkte verzamelingen
uit een gegeven collectie verzamelingen ter grootte k.

Het onderzoek dat leidde tot bovengenoemd resultaat vond zijn
oorsprong in de studie naar het gedrag van zekere heuristieken voor
packing-problemen voorgesteld door J.K. Lenstra.

Het derde en het vierde artikel zijn sterk gerelateerd. Het derde
artikel is genaamd '00 the diameter of the edge cover polytope'.

Het edge cover poZytoop van een graaf is het convex omhulsel van de
karakteristieke vectoren van de edge covers van de graaf. Wanneer een
algoritme, zoals bijvoorbeeld dat welke gebruikt wordt bij de simplex
methode, bij bepaalde iteratieslagen via de ribben van het polytoop van
hoekpunt naar hoekpunt verhuist, dan is het aantal 'verhuizingeo' eeo maat
voor de complexiteit van het algoritme. 'Noemen we het minimaal aantal
verhuizingen om van het ene hoekpunt in het andere terecht te komen de
a/stand tussen deze hoekpunten, dan is de diameter van het polytoop,
zijnde de maximale afstand tussen enig tweetal hoekpunten, ook een maat
voor de complexiteit van het algoritme.

In het artikel wordt aangegeven wanneer twee hoekpunten van het edge
cover polytoop van eeo graaf aangrenzend zijn. Voorts wordt een
bovengrens geformuleerd voor de afstand tussen twee hoekpunten en hiermee
is het dan mogelijk de diameter van het polytoop expliciet te berekenen.

Bovengenoemde resultaten konden worden gegeneraliseerd. Het
complement van eeo edge cover van een graaf G is namelijk een b-matching
in G, met b(v) = degG(v)-l, voor elk punt v. Deze generalisatie wordt
beschreven in het vierde artikel 'On the diameter of the b-matching
polytope'. Het hoofdresultaat hierin luidt als voIgt: de diameter van
het b-matching polytoop is gelijk aan de cardinaliteit van de
grootste b-matching.

In het vijfde artikel, 'Blowing up Convex Sets in the Plane', wordt
een probleem opgelost dat gesteld werd door R. Kannan en L. Lovasz. Dit
probleem in de Euclidische meetkunde kwamen zij tegen in hun studie van de
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theorie van lattices en de meetkunde der getallen. Het resultaat dat
wordt beschreven in het artikel luidt als voIgt.

Voor een convexe verzameling K in R2 en een lattice i. met de
eigenschap dat elke lijn in R2 niet-lege doorsnedc heeft met K + i. geldt
dat ~·K + i R2 overdekt. als ~ ~ 1 + 2/13. Deze grens is scherp.

De twee laatste artikelen vertonen grote samenhang. Seide gaan uit
van de oplossing van A. Schrijver voor het probleem van het vinden van
punt-disjunkte circuits van voorgeschreven homotopie in een graaf ingebed
op een compact oppervlak. Problemen van deze aard vindt onder meer bij
het ontwerp van VLSI-chips. Daarnaast speelt dit onderwerp een rol in het
grote Graph Minors projekt van N. Robertson en P.o. Seymour.

Een oude versie van het algoritme van Schrijver bevat als onderdeel
een subroutine voor het oplossen van een.systeem van lineaire
ongelijkheden in integers. In het algemeen gesproken is dit, in de zin
van de complexiteitstheorie. een 'moeilijk' probleem. Als gevolg van de
speciale structuur van de technologie-matrix van het onderhavige probleem
is de opgave echter handelbaar. Beschouwen we de matrix als
verbindingsmatrix van een zogenaamde 'bidirected' graaf, dan kunnen nodige
en voldoende voorwaarden opgesteld worden die het bestaan van een
geheeltallige oplossing garanderen. Deze condities worden geformuleerd in
termen van voorwaarden op cykels in de graaf.

In het zesde artikel, 'On the existence of an integral potential in a
weighted bidirected graph', wordt aangetoond dat het voldoende is de
bovengenoemde condities op te leggen aan een beperkte verzameling van
redelijk simpele cykels in de graaf.

In Schrijvers stelling worden nodige en voldoende voorwaarden gegeven
voor het bestaan van punt-disjunkte circuits van voorgeschreven homotopie
in een graaf ingebed op een compact oppervlak. In het zevende artikel,
'Reduction of cut-conditions on compact surfaces', geven we een
gedeeltelijke~reductie van deze verzameling van nodige en voldoende
voorwaarden. Oit artikel vormt een ~)rste stap in de transformatie van
Schrijvers stelling naar een zogenaamde 'goede karakterisering' .
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